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khstract

In the past 30 or 40 years there has bkzen much discussion about what

factors contribute to readabiiity in texts. In an attempt to characterize

fattors not measurable by current objective readability.formulas, we

compared four texts that were adapted for younger readers, with their

originals, in order to see what kinds of changes adaptors had made, and to

assess the effectiveness of the changes. We present in this paper a

taxonomy of the adaptive changes and a discussion of the possible motiva-

tions behind the changes with our evaluations of the changes in particular

cases.

Changes were found to be interdependent and influenced by factors

such as assumed background knowledge, definition of the discourse topic,

logical ordering of ideas, and syntactic structure, as well as limitations

imposed on passage length. sentence length, and vocabulary choice. Adapta-

tion was found to be most successful when the adaptor functioned as a

conscientious writer rather than as s'6meone trying to make a text fit a

readability formula. We argue against the use of readability formulas

c,
as guides to writing, and urge further experimental research to define the

real factors constituting readability.

6
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Limitations of Readability Formulas in Guiding Adaptations ofTexts

Introduction

General Remarks

For the last 30 or 40 years much attention has been paid to formulas

that claim to measure readability. Their widesp'read use is bound %to have

an effect on the texts that are produced for children learning to read. In

this paper we would like to consider the implications of using these formulas

not just for measuring readability, but also as a guide to producing texts.

The creators of the formulas and others have always warned against using

the formulas as guides to production, because the correlation of infrequent

vocabulary and long sentences to difficulty in reading is not the same as

a causal relationship. Furthermore, it is in fact impossible to use these

t)rmulas literally as guides to writing because, provided that one wants

to preserve content, the injunction to simplify vocabulary, perhaps by

paraphrase,conflicts with the injunction to shorten sentences.

But there is an inescapable temptation to use these formulas as a

guide to writing, especially if the writer is under an obligation to

produce materials at a specific readability level. Publishers textbooks,

for children as well as college students, have recently been eagei to

guarantee the reading levels of their product, and the Issue of guaranteeing

readability levels is coming to have Wider application with the institution

of the "Plain English" requ cement for many legal and other documents and

With new interest in accurate captioning for hearing impaired people.
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At the outset of this study, we were o 'binally interested in

"features" and properties of texts designed to be read by children, and

we deciaed to investigate this by companing versions of the same text.

It was in categorizing the kinds of changes that were made in.adapting

an adult text for children that we became aware of what we believe to be

the pervasive effects of readability formulas.

Readability farmulas can actually be looked at from two very different

points of view. On the one hand, from the standpoint of those interested

Sin objective measurement, statistical correlation% and readability levels

calculated from the average of small samples of a text, formulas have some

obvious attractions. They can be applied to different text types (such as

narratives, expository prose, technical prose), they require little

specialized training in the .person who uses them, and their results have

very high statistical correlations (.8 or .9) to other measurements of

readabi lity. These include publishers' assigned grade level (which might

have been influenced by-readability formulas in the first place), success

of students on comprehension questions based cm standard passages, and

successs of students at a certain grade level in cloze texts, where every

nth (usually 5th) word is deleted and Ate students must correctly guess

the missing words in at least 50% of the cases. Of course, one may question

the validity of these measurements, as they may be arbitrary or circular.

And one might object to applying the sane measurement which gives accurate

averages over large populations and many samples of text to other tases

1.
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such as measuring the performance of individuals in the comprehension of

specific texts.

From another standpoint readability formulas can be criticized

because they do not define readability. 'they measure factors which may

reflect readability, but they do not point to all the features of a text

which actually contribute to comprehension. The use of an objective

measurement like a readability formula presupposes that the text already

exists; it assumes that a writer chose a topic, made decisions about how

to order the ideas within the topic, and then decided how to ,express the

ideas in words. Mistakes and faults in the writing of the text mioht

affect comprenension in ways which would not influence the score given

by the readability formula, as writers such as Freeman (Note 1) and Charrow

(Note 2) have pointed out. Many such critics of readability formulas take

a more subjective, relativistic view of neadability. That is, they view

factors such as sentence length, syntactic structure, vocabulary, etc.,

as contributing to complexity relative to'other factors, such as the purpose

of the author, the structure of the text, the definition of discourse

topic, and so on. This kind of view might appear to be the antithesis

of the position which values the objectivity of readability formulas. Yet

readability formulas are dependent on a number of subjective factors, namely

those which constitute the skill or common sense of the writer who is presumed*

to have created a coherent, well-formed text to which obj ctive measurement

may be appiied. In effect, 'readability" is a combination of whatever is

W.10.
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aeasured b'y formulas plus a combination of unexplored and undefined factors,

sometimes called a "Black Box."

The contrast of these two views becomes crucial in the,production of

texts for use at a specific grade level. Objective measurements do not

tell a writer how to produce a text, as numerous writers on formulas have

pointed out. Yet writers may try to tailor their sentences and use of

words so that the formulas will yield the reading-level figure that is being

aimed at. Of course adaptors do not follow readability formulas slavishly.

In this study, we noted a good deal of conscientious and care4ul rewr!ting,

but as the examples we will discuss presently show, it seems that vocabulary

lists and rettrictions on sentence length and passage length are often

given primary importance at the expense of other factors which no one would

deny are related to readability. These include the syntactic structure of

sentences, the logical or discourse connections between sentences or clauses,

coherence of topics.anti somilar categories. We will argue that more Atten-

tion needs to be given to these factors for which there is to date no

objective measuremeht.

We looked at four teXts from SRA Reading Laboratory )1), designed for

students in 8th, 9th,or 10th grade who are reading at levels 5 VD 6. We

secured the original sources and did a sentence by sentence comparison of

the corresponding portions in the originals-and their adaptations.

The figures given in Tables 1, 2, and ) summarize some of the overall

thanges which wert made in adapting the texts. All the texts were shortened,

as Table I shows. Overall average sentence length in wOrds was lowered,
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and the average number of clauses per sentence was reduced for the boo

texts which we anaiyzed in this way. The readability level was lowered

Insert Table 1 about:here.

for each text, as measured by. the Fry and Dale-Chall formulas applied to

the original texts and corresponding adaptations. We prepared an exhaustive

listing of all the changes made in the adaptations, from which we derived
=.;

a taxonomy of change types in adaptation. This taxonomy, with examples and

commentary, is discussed in the body of the paper. The commentary wili be

directed towards the considerations beyond the scope of readability formulas,

to which writers have to give attention.

For example, theriwriter should worry first of all about the overall

presentation of ideas, i.e., the order in which ideas are to be presented

and their logical interrelationships. Also the writer must be concerned

with more local organization; i.e., what the topic of discourse is at

various points In the t,xt how it is marked, and transitions between

ideas. Here also the writer has to take into account the abilities of

the intended readers to process information. Witers and editors are

only able to make educated guesses about what these abilities might b2.

Since the intended reader may not possess requisite background knowl-

. .edoe to understand 'a fact o concept, the writer must sometimes fill.thIs

...

...
?'

r.,..._,. information in for the reader. flnally the writer must worry about matirs

which influence/shape the readers Oterpretation of information, e.g.,
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whose attitude is being expressed or whether a statement asse,*ts a fact or

is just a supposition. In the process of creating a text, the writer must

decide how to relate'these global consideritions to the words and sentences

of the text. Readability formulas measure only these words and sentences,

and simply cannot measure the more global eelationships required for what

most would consider a readable, comprehensible text.

Choice of Texts

What we thought would be most suitable as material for the study was

an original adult-level text and an adaptation that hae Leen made from it

by substantially altering the text without substantially rewriting).e. We

were therefore confined to adapted texts written for middle reading levels.

For very young readers, adapletions of suitable material involve both

extensive condensation and rewriting, so that-.corresponding sentences in

the original and adapted version are hard to match. The r..twriting could

be expected to narrow greatly the.srange of vocabulary items and sentence

constructions. For the higher levels, adaptation usually involves some

condensation but usually not the kind of specific thasges in vocabulary

and structure that we were interested in examining. :We theiefore decided

that the 5th to 8th grade reading levels offered the type of adaptation

most likely to contain thi kind of speciffc, local changes we could look

t-- in detai A preliminary study mas based oh tiko texts ("Skilibuilders")

from the Reading Laboratory 111b, published by Science Research Associates in

the 1960s (Parker, 1963). After looking at other texts inrthe satin Reading

Labo4tory,, we chose two others, and the eurrent study is based on these four.
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Geroral features of the texts. For this study, we wanted examples of

different types of textsnarrative, historical exposition, scientific

exposition, etc.--as well as examples of texts in which a broad variety

of changes had been made. We wanted to generalize about adaptations,

indepoildently of text type. The four texts we chose represent a cross-

section of text types, though certainly not all the types that one could

imagine:

"Sequoia National Park" from Our Country's National Parks by s.

Irving Robert Melbo (1960) Bobbs-Merr411. Adapted as "California's

Giants." (Scientific exposition and historical narrative)

CTREES)

"milk," by Grace H. Glueck. New York Times Maaazine, Fet,ruary 18,

1962. (Exposition of facts) [MILK]

"Prisoners of the Flood," by Jennie Parsons. McClure's Magazine

Voi. XLI, no. 3 (July 1913). Adapted as "Disaster in Dayton."

(First-person narrative) [DAYTON)

"Living Light on Land and Sea," by'Dr. Norman T. Mattox. Science

Oigest., April 1961. Adapted as "Living Light." (Scientifid

exposition) [LIGHT]

Table 1 gives comparative figures on the number of words, numberAof sentences,

and reading level of the texts. Additional information about sentence length

can be found in Table 2, in the section on restructuring below.

wtr

Insert:Table 2 about here.

13
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Method

We made detailed comparisons of the original dnd adapted versions

f khe te:us. Each sentence of the adapted version was typed on a separate

page and matched with the corresponding sentence(s) of the original, if

there were recognizable correspondences. The pages were kept in the

-sequence of the sentences of the adapted version, so that it was possible

to make riefe4Tnce to preceding and following sentences in the exposition.

As the sentences of the original were also numbered in sequence, it was

possible to keep track of the relative order of the original Sentences

as well, though it was not as easy to keep in mind the text structure of

the original because of condensation and reordering of some passages in

the adaptation.

We wrote detailed comments describing: (a) what precisely was changed

and what (different) properties the new version had; (b) the apparent

motivation for the change; what increase in readabil ty we thought the

adaptor was trying to achieve; whether the text structure its'elf was
.

meant to be improved by the change; and (c) how successful we felt the

change was, generally,this last part of the discussion took the form of specu-
,

lation about what informationwas made-more clear, or less clear; whether

unforeseen or unwanted difficulties might arise from the change; whether*

the new versioncrequlred inferences to be made by the reader in circler to

understand the text correctly;and whethev I t was clear which of several

possible inferences was the right one.
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The comments on each sentence and _sentence croup were collated, and

then the changes were broadly categorized according to type. The taxonomy

which is presented in the following sections is a refinement of the original,

more or less intuitively based categorization. As patterns began to emerge,

and as we tried to formulate general characterizations, we were able to

reduce and clarify the categories.

Adaptors' Methods

1n the sections which follow, many of our remarks are concerned with

the motives that an adaptor might have in making a certain change, and

with the probleas that an adaptor might be trying to avoid. In the course

Of doing this study,we felt that it would be helpful for confirming or

correcting our coneusions to talk with at least one person who had had

experience in doing adaptations at all stages, from the choice of text to

the editing of the final version. We were able to talk with Mr. Glenn

Phillips, Editorial Manager at Science Research Associates, who gave us

soae very useful information about howthe SRA materials are produced,

nd scae perspective we wanted on how an adaptor perceives the problems of

adapatation. According to Mr. Phillips, the professional background of

adapt.ors tends to be in writing and editing,'rather than in educaxion or

developmental psychology. They are,'however, aware of what work is

avai.lable in these fields, particularly studies of what constitutes

"difficult" linguistic constructions for different age grobps.

We were very much interested in how great a role was played by read-

rability formulas and by the overall length of the adapted text. The
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nature of the SRA materials g ves these factors considerable importance,

since there are a fixed number (IS) of texts ("Power Builders") of different

genres at each of 10 levels, which differ from the next higher one by titIe

equivalent of one or one-half grade reading leVel. Each level also has

fixed lngth in number of words, which is constant for the texts in each

level and greater than.the limit for the texts of the previous level. The

overall design of the SRA matedals therefore assigns a crucial role to

overall length of the adapted version of the text, and to its difficulty,

of which the most "reliable" measurement in 5tatistical terms is still

the average score produced by readability formulas. A modification of the

Fry readability formula is used for checking the successive ve'rsions of an

adaptation, with another formula (Dale-Chall) applied as a cross-check

towards the end of the process.

In the SRA series, any text which is made into an adaptation must be

able to be condensed to the overall length in number of words for the

reading level for which it is to be used. A text may be discarded if it

cannot be condensed enough and still remain a coherent text.. Thus, text

length may somewhat determine what is cut out of ihe original of a text which

is not discarded; the length and organization of the original are intrinsic-

properties which can be varied only up to a poin.t.

Texts'must, in addition,be chosen to repreent different genres

(scientific expositions, narratives, mySteries, etc.), and to reflect an

balante of male and female protagonists,as well as adequte
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representation of rinority groups. The subject-matter of the texts must

be of interest to readers of the age group it is intended for, and Lne

vocabulary which is required to communicate its contents adeqtiately must

have already been introduced by 13sal readers appropriate for the reading

level the students had attained.

Potential texts for adaptation are therefore s.searched out, tried out,

tentatively adapted, and winnowed down into the much smaller-number which is

finally included in a series. -To some small degree, chance enters into OW

specific properties of the adapted texts, and,in scae case% a choice represents

a compromise between a number of confricting constraints, as our discilssion

will show in the follow.ing sections.

As there are many kinds of adaptation with different purposes involved,

the discussion which follows in this paper is intened as a representative

description of how adaptations are done, not necessarily typical of every' .

case of adaptation. Since there are so many factors to reconcile, preser-

. vation of exact relationships in the text-may not be of primary importance

in the kind of adaptation in the SRA Series, which is intended mainly for

reading practice. It would be quite another matter where the contents of a

text are to be reproduced accurately and completely at a lower level of

difficulty, probably entailing anincrease in the overall length of the text.

In addition readability formulas seeni to us to have a pervasive''and deter-

. --mining effect on vocabularrahcrsentence length in the adapted verston, as

hése arg more easily varied than overall length. In any case, the SRA
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adaptations are written !'to" specific overall length and reading levels

determined by formulas, and these factors must clearly play a large role

in the choices the adaptor has in changing the text. As our subsequent

discussion will show, however, these formulas are not blindly or mechanically

followed as guides. Finally, well documented empirical studies showing what

is complex for what level of development, and what contextual factors may

affect complexity, would in our view be of great value in improving adapta-

tions and increasing their effecti eness. We hope that such studies will

be the ultimate outgrowth of the results we present here.

Sentence 'Restructuring

In this section, we will be discussing changes in sentence structure

in adaptation. These changes include splitting one sentence into two or

more separate sentences, merging sentences or parts of larger sentences

into one self-contained sentence, and changing_word order and syntactic

t properties of a sentence. The changes we have observed are assumed to be

motivated by the goal of increasing readability. Sentence length is clearly

a property of sentences which is related to readability. One of the primary

linguistic features which is measuredby readabi ty formulas is the length of

T.,,,,mrca4:7-4"--

sentences and sentence comp lexi ty , particularly where complexi ty involves not

just numbers of subd'constI tuenti of the sentence , but also the number of coord

or subordinate clauses certainly a sentence containing,.a. large number of _

unreducid clauses would tend to be longer than a sentente with fewer clause

constituents. But shorter sentences are not necessarily simpler, because

e..e.
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certairt syntactic processes which condense sentences may also make them

more complex and thus more difficult to process.

For example, ordinary measures of complexity might not adequately

capture the complexity of the logical relations i (1)0 (Original) which

has a fairly simple syntactic structure and is not very long. Yet the

semantic contents are not so simple, as the paraphrase from the adapted

version (1) A (Adaptation) shows:

(1) MILK

O. Hippocrates recommended milk to his patients as a curative

beverage. (1 clause; 10 words; 21 syllables)

A One of the, most famous Greek doctors told his patients [to

drink milk [to cure illness]]., (3 clauses; 16 words; 20

syllables)

Though (i)A seems clearer and more easily understood than (1)0, the crude

measurement of its length and syntactic structure cannot indicate this.

Of course, the length and number of less familiar words t (1)0 would

predict that it would be harder to comprehend than (l)A.

Nevertheless, it is plausible that on the ayeram, sentence length and

constituent complexity are related. Bormuth (1966) notes a direct correla-

tion between sentence length (measured in number of syllables), and depth

of embedding, which in turn is an indirect measure of clause complexity.,

The correlation between sentence length and-reading level is confirmed

hy results of cioze_tests.

If shorter sentences are supposed to be more.readable, it is easy to

predict that one general trend in adaptation of texts will be reduction in
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overall average sentence length (assuming that the originals were not

written specifically for children). This is in fact a feature of all the

texts analyzed in this study. The reduction is least in the case of TREES,

which wat written originally as a children's text (see Table 2).

Sentence length and clause complexity show a general reduction in all

the texts. The sentences in the adapted version of MILK are half the

length of those in the original, on the average. The number of sentences

having three or more clauses is sharply reduced in the V.40 texts having

the longest sentences in their original versions. A sentence-by-sentence

examination of the corresponding original and adapted texts shows a gcneral

decrease in sentence length and number of clauses per sentence. The

average figures in Tables 2 and 3 show this also, in combination with the

fact that the overall number of words in the text decreases as well. Thus,

many of'the sentences, and not just the most.,difficult or longest, are

reduced in some way. Shortening the overall average length of sentences

is apparently a general procedure in adapting texts as reading materials.

Insert Table 3 about here.

We performed an infoemal experiment, using amateur adaptors, who were

asked to lower the level of reading difficutty of LIGHT-in its' original

form in order to see if fhe results would differ widely'from the professionaI

-
adaptation. They were allawed to use whatever means they wished. Most

th t were not deleted were 'left in t-twei,r original, form. Onty
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sentences which were strikingtriong or complicated were split up or

paraphrased, not always in the same ways. In the professional adaptations,

on the other hand, any sentence above a certain length is likely to have

undergone some change which has the effect of shortening it. From this

we feel it legitimate to conclude that readability formulasclosely

influence decisions about how to change sentences thioughout a text; that
.t-

adaptations are "written to" readability formulas. A general policy of

shortening sentences has the effect of maintaining uniformity throughout

the text. It seems not to be desirable from the adaptor's viewpoint to

have one section of very short sentences and one of very long sentences,

even if that would give the appropriate average.

Though the effects of reducing sentence length are often quite subtle,

they do involve some loss of information about the connections between

clauses or shifts in focus or emphasis. In the sections which follow,

we give examples of how clauses are separated, rearranged into larger

sentences, or even selected out of a longer sequence of sentences and

combined into one larger sentence.

Sentence Splitting

One of the frequedily used ways in which sentences are,. reduced in

length- so that the average, .sentence leinth for an adapted text .does not '

surpass some maximum chosen by the adaptor, is to spl it tite,. sentence into

its component clauseA. For example:
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(2) LIGHT

0 Their dried bodies can be ground into a powder which will

produce light when mixed with water.

A Their dried bodies can be ground into a powder. When the

powder is mixed with water, it will produce light.

(3) TAEES

0 If given a chance before another fire comes, the tree will

heal its own wounds by growing new bark over the burnea part.

A If givn a chance before another fire comes, the tree will

heal its own wounds. It will grow new bark over the burned part.

(4) MILK

0 Casein was one of the first materials uSed to make plastics,

and today buttons, belt buckles and some costume jewelry are

still made from it.

A Casein was one of the first materials used to make plastics.

Buttons, buckles, and some costume jewelry are still made

from it.

(5) DAYTON'

-

0 I had kept froi nerve pretty dpwn, just as the faint

light was coming, when we looked out and saw the water

whirling by aiainst the bay window.

A But we all kept'our courage up. As the faint light of dawn

was coming, we looked out. The water was whirling by.
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Subordinate clauses bec6me independent clauses, as in (2), where a

relative clause becomes separated, and as

clause of means becomes a simple independent clause. Coordinate structures

18

(3), Wtere an adverbial

may be split up into independent clauses, as (4) and (5).

Sequences of long and short se'ntences may be rewritten so that there

are two clausally complex sentences, neither of which is extreMely long:

(6) DAYTON

.0 (a) He was shivering all over. (b) So we wrapped him up in all

the blankets we had and (c) he lay,down on the *floor in the front

room, (d) and went right to sleep.

A (a) He Was shivering all over, (b) and we wrapped him intall

the blankets we had. (c) He lay down on the floor.and (d) went

i-ight to sleep.

in (6) a sequence of one clause followed by a long coordinate sentence'with

three clauses in the original is reshuffled into two two-clause sentences.

While the original should pose no particular difficulty of comprehension

to a reader, the change in the adapted version has tlie net result of

neducing both the length and clause compiexity of the original. While,
one- and two-clause sentences seetlito be usual, three- and especially four-
.

clause sentencs nearly always seem to be candidates for splitting or other

kinds of reduction, such as outright deletion of a clause.
A

Sometimes, reduction in original sentence length involves deletion of

,

some of:Abe Contents; In'these cases, the rimainIng pleCei'mili be reclobined

into Larger uniis which flail4m* the 11-4te on 'overage sentence length. -4f

material is not simply.deleted, then reducing senience length by splitting

4"
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up clauses into separate sentences has some very important consequences.

In general, when splitting into independent sentences takes place, a sub-
,

ordinate *clause no longer has an expressed grammatical relationship to the

main clause. .A relative clause no longer functions as a modifier of a

noun phrase (NP), an adverbial no longer modifies a verb or whole proposition.

The adaptor then has to repeat the item which forms the link, either the

oe
head NP, (the poO4der in (2)), or the unexpressed subject (the tree', it in

On, etc. The use of anaphoric devices,such as pronouns, and definite

and demonstrative NPs allows the reader to infer that there is some semantic

or discoure relation between separate sentences. (Examples of numerous

such devices are discussed in Halliday and Hasan, 1977, but note criticisms

of their claims in Morgan and Sellner, in press.)

For examples the inclusion of the by adverbial clause in example (3)0

conveys thacthe healing process in a tree idvolves the growth of new bark.

In the adapted version, the reader must figure out this connection from the

adjacency of.the separate semtences, and with,the help of real-world

knowledge about trees. A younger reader may not have such knowledge, or not

have it in very accessible form. In eximple (6), the four clauses are

redistributed over the two sentences. in the original, the first sentence

describes what appears to be a single sali'ent state. The second sentence

describes three subseqUent closely related actions.. IA the adaptatiom,

clause (b) 1.s conjoined with the first 6iAng theeffect of its beingthe

s'-sole result of (a), and of its,not being so -elesSety related to (e) eod 4543

-7-n.**Blkaurabr,=4-4,
-"'eg
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The restructuring of the clauses in conjoined structures does not necessarily

affect meaning, but, as in this case, the reader may perceive the relations

between the events differently depending on which version is read.

Clause Merger
_

In a numberJr cases, clauses or fragments of clauses from separate .

sentences may be combined into a single sentence in theadapted text. 'We

are using the ,.ord sentence in its broadest typographical sense. Thus,

the following case constitutes merger even though it is brought about by

a changp in orthography alone. The 0 version contains a direct quote of

two separate sentences:

(7) DAYTON

0 "No," she said. "But if I were you, i'd send up and get some

bread, anyway."

A "No," she said, "but if I were You, I'd send up for some bread."

The A version retains the direct quote (with a few variations), but changes

the full stop to a comma, thereby creating one single sentence. Admittedly,

this is hardly a significant case in itself, hut this type of change is

common. Note that such a change creates a sentence which is orthographirally
.1

longer and, as such, may (adversefy) affect readabi 1 ty scores. One obv ous

motivation the adaptor could have lor risking this consequence is tb

increase the effect of textcohesivet bY connecting clauses ar phrases

orthographically or syntactically when they seem to,beiong together

semantically. As such, clause merger may be viewed as a complementary

=t-t-
=4.-t;44.aci..4.4a4NIMO,..,47,43,4,1;14.47,,w'r:V"
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process to clause splitting, which tends to shorten sentence length and

lower the number of clauses per sentences (see Clause Splitting above).

Pushed as far as possible in the direction of "simplicity" (i.e.,

short, single-clause sentences), such processes as clause-splitting

(and possibly content deletion as well) wgUld produce a text consisting

of a series of unconnected clauses, thereby adding to the task of the

reader. Merger can counteract this weakening in text cohesiveness by

recombining elements that go together.

Merger may also be.necessary in those cases'where splits and deletions

leave behind residual phrases which contain important content but which_

cannot stand as independent sentences. After deletion of a particular

theme (for example, references to sex) such clauses or phrases may remain.

Consider the following excerpt from LIGHT, which contains references to

reproduction whici% the adaptor chooses to delete:,

(8) LIGHT

0 The famous Palolo worms are good examples. They leave their

burrows in coral masses and only at relular periods ofethe

year take part in reproductive swarming activities. The

Pacific Palolo worms emerge only at dawn on the day of the

last quarter of the moon during the months of October and,

November.

A The Pacilic Palolo worms tome out o- their burrows In coral

masIe$ onIy at dawn Qn'the iast day qf th_lest qu

the moon in the months of October and November.

,

ter of
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Elimination of the reference to sex, besides removing the explicit explanation

for the phenomenon being described, would leave behind asshort and rather

purposeless clause, followed in turn by redundant material. (9) is he

hypothetical result of this kind of content'deletion Which will then

undergo-restructuring and merger:

(9)

The famous Palolo worms are good examples. They leave their

burrows in coral masses. The Pacific Palolo worms emerge only

at dawn on the day of the lase quarter of the moon during' the

months of October and November.

In the original the first sentence serves as a topic sentence, which no

longer has a place in the adaptation, since the organization has been some-

what changed. In order to minimize the redundancy, but-also solve the

problem of the cl.aUse left dangling.as a'result of deletion, the adaptor

could collapse'the information into a single sentence. This, in fact,

is the case in (8)A.

Oamination of the original texts and their adaptations reveals a

number Of other strategies which can best be grouped under the general

heading of clause merger. Mexger via a change in punctuation as in example

(7) above, is not very revealing, and probably reflects some convention of

m-unric'

prescriptive grammar, much like the frequent deletion of sentence-initial

conjunctions in adaptation-'

Of greater syntactic consequence are such devices as Merger via

dination, merger via some kind of subordtnation, re tivizationi-

art,
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nominalization, and other processes which involve reshuffling elements from

one sentence into another. (See also-the discussion of connectives in Content.)

Two separate sentences in 0 may be merged into one sentence in A by using

a connective, such as the coordinating conjunction and. In example (10), the

0 version contains two independent sentences (although each begins with the

word but, these are not really functioning as conjunctions linking clauses

in this case; see below), while the A version joins the two with and:

(10) DAYTON

0 But then suddenly it began to get dark . . But now we all

began to feel kind of creepy.

A Soon it began to get dark, and we all began to feel creepy.

Ignoring the other changes, we can see that coordination is an easy means

of connecting sequential events.

Coordinate conjunctions, particula'rly and and but, do not supply much

semantic content in and of themselves. They do however indicate that there

is a link-between two or more clauses, in distinction to other, independent

sentences which may precede or follow in the discourse. Their use normally

is an occasion cm which the reader is expected to fill in a stronger relation,

such as "same topic/event," "When S, then $r or "Cause-effect" (cf. Schmerling,

I975). Even initial And and But may serve this purpose, although the preceding

sentente is (graphically and intonationally) sepao:ated from the clause it

kareduces. The ra4Tater uses Initial And and. But-and So quite frequently

n Dayton in the origknal Pfersion; these are uniformly deleted in th,
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adaption, as are all conjunctions when too separate sentences are formed
.

by splitting conjoined clauses. All that remains is the weaker degree of

information that one sentence precedes or follows another, fnom which some

information can be filled in by inference, but with less certainty.

In example (10) above, the stcond conjunct is obviously meant to be

resultative in meaning; i.e., it was the darkness that made them ail begin

to feel creepy. But this meaning is not explicitly present in either the

0 or the A version. .The connection must be inferred. The presence of

and provides the reader with a clue to the relationship, but and can

signify a number of other types of connections, such as natural ord4Tr; i.e.,

sequence in time:

(11)

1 toasted the muffin and (then) poured the Hollandaise over it.

consequence:

(12)

I heard a scream and (therefore) turned around.

contrast:

(13)

He's tall and she's short.

and at least several other kinds of relations between the clauses (cf.

Schmeriing 1975). Coordination, like the punctuation..changes described

ztrote, adds to the rontinulty of the text, but really only minimally elds

4der in determining the relationship between the contents of the.

cla6ses.

99
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The relationship betWeen contents of different clauses can be

disambiguated by adverbials or other lexical means as well. Example (14)

uses the adverb then in the 0 version to establish the time sequence,

while the same sequence is expressed by means of an adverbial clause

introduced by after in the A version:

(14) DAYTON

0 So finally he reached us, though I thought he never would.

And then we carried some more stuff upstairs.

A After he reached us, everybody in the house went up to the

top floor.

The use of such devices as adverbial clauses can help the reader conn4ct

the actions or ideas by providing fairly explicit clues to the kind of

relationship which s relevant.

Occasionally, merger will be used-by the adaptor when the original

text describes events in an order which is unusual or even misleading. The

following example from DAYTON p 1 aces the resultative clause first, contrary

to the more usual order:

(15) DAYTON

0 We had water to drink after that. We set out basins and

caught the raindrops.1

A We set out basins to catch the raindrops so thia we would

have water to drink,

Note also that the relationship iketween the conjoined clauses of the

second sentence of 0 must be infeTred s nce and has a number of possible

a

r
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purpose clauses. In I:his way, clause merger can explicitly state relation-

ships which are only implicit in the original text.

Inferences about time sequence and cause-effect relations are partic-

,ularly vulnerable to distortion when there are gaps in information resulting

from clause splitting. The deletion of a conjunction or the use of a

vague one may obscure and make it harder to comprehend causal relations

(cf. Pearson, 1974-75\. in the texts examined in this study, few serious

gaps occur, but there 'hre cases where we feel that some important information

is lost which was expreised either by the grammatical relation between the

clauses or by the presence of the conjunction. For xample:

(16) DAYTON

0 "I'm going down to the contract,' said Jack, 'to see that

everything is-all right."

A "I'm going down to the building project," Jack said, "I

have to see if everything is all right."

in example (16), the meaning of purpose is not really expressed by the

assertion of obligation in the adapted version, where the counterpart of the

to purpose clause is a separate .sentence without an overt conjunction. Its

connection to the previous sentence is infer'able but not directly stated.

In (17), the original has an assertion followed by a,justificaticm for the

assertion, introduced by,for (a conjunction seldom used in spoken American

English):
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(17) LIGHT

0 Columbus undoubtedly observed the "fire worms" of the

West Indies, for he referred in his log to "moving torches

of light" near the coral reefs of the islands.

In his log, Columbus referred to "moving torches of light"

near the coral reefs of the West Indies. Undoubtedly he

had observed the "fire wofts" of that area.

The adapted version changes the original order, hich follows temporal

order, to one which obscures the temporal order and places the sentence /

expressing the main conclusion second, where it could 'be taken as a sort

of explanation for the previous sentence. While such changes do not make

the text uninterpretable or destroy comprehension, we would guess that they,

do not facilitate comprehension, and may on occasion hinder it. Research

is nteded to investigate our conjecture.

Clause merger may be brought about by a number of other syntactic

processes. One of the most frequent is that of reduction of a full clause

in 0 to a relative clause in A. A description of the flowers of Sequoias in

TREES reads as follows:

(18) TREES

0 They produce bright green cones about two and a half inches

long. The cones contain tiny seeds, usually no more than

a fourth of an inch long.

A :The flowers gi've way to brigta green cones containing tiny

.seeds.

The adapted text n*rges these two sentences Into one f a reduied

relative clause.
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In a number of cases, the merger is brought about by the creation of

an appositive phrase. In example (19) the 0 text of TREES contains an

existential there construction, followed by a descriptive sentence in the

%passive. The A version eliminates the need for a separate existential

statement by naming the tree in apposition to the main clause:

(19) TREES

0 - There-is one tree in the Giant,Forest Called the Black

Chamber. The whole inside has been eaten by fire.

A One-tree in the Giant Forest, the B ack Chamber, has had

its whole inside eaten out by fire.

A similar example occurs in TREES when the text introduces the name of

someone associated with the idea of the Sequoia National Park:

(20) TREES

0 The best work was done by Colonel George W. Stewart and a

number of his close,friends. Colonel Stewart was the editor

of a weekly nemspaper printed in the country seat town of

Visalia, California, not far from the Giant Forest.

A The best work %4as done by Colonel George W. Steward (sic),

the editor of a weekly newspaper printed not far from die

forests.

The adapted v...rsion contains an appositive relative clause expressing the

content of Ahe original second sentence (with a few changes). The result

of relativizatlon seems to be'a reduCtiOn in the'number of words needed to

cover the same material . ln fectbecause text shortening Is a major

torssitteration in adaptation, relativizatton peoves to be effetive for thts

,
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purpose. While economy of words is clearly one major factor lb motivating

changes in structure, we would suggest resiarching what effects these

changes have on comprehens on.

There seem, then, to be Ymo principal motivations for clausesmerger:

specification of the semantic relationship between the separate clausis

(e.g., time sequence, result, cause), and brevity. Both add to text

cohesiveness by establishing more clearly how different items relate to

each other semantically. There may be anOther factor as well. Well-known

readability formulas rely on sentence length, and while none of the adaptors

rigidly follows formulas, there is clearly a range of sentence lengths

established for each text, which we suppose represents a kind of standard

which an.adaptor adheres to. This standard length represents a kind of

ideal sentence length for that particular adaptation, from which any given

sentence must not vary by too large a margin.

In DAYTON, for instance, sentences average nine words each (cf. Table

above). Merger, along with sentence-splitting, is a way in which this average

length can be maintained. For example, a passage from the 0 version

contains two sentences of above-average length. Via deletion, the adaptor

is left with fragments of both 'sentences, which can then be merged into one

sentence of average length:

(21) DAYTON

0 But theffi when- -we thought the worst-was -over -the 41-re tame.

(12 words) About four o'clock, I looked out of the front

window-And saw a lot of smoke about a block up the st. et.

(21 words)

A But-then, about four o'clock:, the fire came. (8wordS)
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Instead of two sentences of 12 and 21 words respectively, the A version

has reduced the passage to one sentence of a near-average eight words.

While not all cases of merger shorten sentences, this is clearly one

possible motivation. Clause merger,may simply be a consequence of such

massive deletion of material. In an attempt to drastically shorten a text,

the adaptor may have little choice but to reshuffle the remaining content

in such a way that parts of one sentence end up in a different sentence

in A. It is not unusual for clause merger to go hand-in-hand with clause

splitting (as in (6) above), picking up leftover material from one and

incorporating it into another sentence.

In order to reduce the lengthy sentences reproduced below, a number

of changes are -equired. The original three sentences are broken up

into five shorter ones in the A version:

(22) LIGHT

0 Motor launches take visitors into such a lagoon (a) on the

southern coast of Puerto Rico where (b) on dark nights there

is a dramatic display of luminescence. (c) Curving lines of

light fall from the bow (d) at the launch enters the lagoon,

and (e) a trail of light is left in the boat's wake.

in the lagoon, (f) which has one of the greatest concentrations

of bioluminescence in the world, (g) it appears as though a

huge floodlight were burning under the launch, and the bow

seems to be plowing into a wall of fire.

to). 0114:0414 soublarn coast of Puerto Mco. & lagoon (0_ that

. has one of the greatest amounts of bioluminescence in the world

(b) On dark nights, It creates a Very dramatlt display.

tr
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(d) As the motor launch takes visitors into the lagoon, (c) curving

lines of light fall from the bow. (e) A trail of light is left

in the boat's wake. (g) It appears as though a huge flood light

were burning under the launch, and the bow seems_to be plowing

into,a wall of fire.

In addition to the clause-splitting;'segments of one sehtnce end up in

another sentence. For instance, the main clause of the first sentence in 0,

Motor launches take visitors into such a lagoon, becomes a subordinate

clause in the third sentence in A:

(229LIGHT

A(c) As the motor launch takes visrtors Into the lagoon,

curvihg lines of light fall from the bow.

Note that in the passage just presented, clauu meeger and clause splitting'

are both involved. The adaptor must weigh the advantages and disadvantages

of these complementary processes, because producing a readable text at

a given level is not the same as producing a text which scores at that given

level of readability. A tension is inherent in the adaptastioh between the

need to shorten,and theneed to clarify, betweensthe need to simplify

structure and lexicon, and the need to add indications of cohesiveness to

tiip text.. Therefore, nooneof.these strategies cantle employed in isolation.
\

Cfause splittini shortens average sentence length, 6ut may obscure relations

between the Parts. Clause merger, while tending to add to tet cohesivenessi

might also compacati'syntax. However, readability formulas are ,not

sensitive to such considerations.
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The amount of clause splitting or me'rger found in an adaptation pro4ably

varies with the target grade level of the text, the length of the 0 text, and

even the nature of the text (expository, narrativb, etc.),as well as the

adaptor's judgment. Any given process will alvo be quite dependent upon

the amount of material deleted; and wil) vary in proportion to complementary

ptocesses. At the present,stage of investigation, it is impossible.to

evaluate precisely the effects of these adaptive procedures on text compre-

hension. Clearly, the adaptor tries to preserve content while changing

sentence structure: Bui sentence structure itself conveys information,as

do 'the conjulctions used, sethat changes of structure may subtly distort'

and obscure the original content. We suggest that research be done which

investigates the consequence of conjunction deletion and consequent

clause separation for reaSing comprehension in.general and for making proper

inferences in particular.

Clause Restructurin for Effect in Discourse

In this section, changes will be discussed which affect the syntactic

strutture of the sentence, but which are not directly connected with the

clause splitting or merger. The changes to be discussed here prijmarily

affect the word order of the sentence, particularly in the caset.-where

the rules of the language allow the user sone choice. In transformational

terms, word order and consituent structure can be chanqed by,the application

of optional rules, such'es Adverb Preposing, Passive, and There-Insertion

(see, for example, Bach, 1974). The transformations relate equivalent
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I.

surfade structures, yet the supposedly equivalent surface structures are

often perceived as expressing somewhat different messages, and die

differences can be traced to what constituents are placed in ,topic,

-

position before the verb, or in focus positioin, at the end of the

sentence. We Are not contidering topid and focus to be underlying

syntactic 'or semantic tateoories. Topic is a broad term covering several

different notions (cf. Chafe, 1976), but in English and similar languages,

the NP constituent in subject position is usually perceived,as the sentence

topic in declarative sentences, all other things being equal (e.g., the

specificity or referentiallity of the NP). Likewise, the position at the

end of the sentence is often exploited by a speaker or writer to indicate

the focus of the sentence, or what is new or asserted information in a

statement. The constructions and rules discussed in this secticm all can

be used by the speaker or writer to manage the match between the obligatory

features of the sentence (word order and the indication ofrgrammatical

relations between the parts) and the discourse-related topic and focus

portions of the sentence. The common properties of these examples are (I)

that choices in syntactic structure are allowed by the grammar of the

language, and (2) that these choices can beexploited to convey extra-

syntactic information about topic and focus.

Adverb prePosing. It Is a Striking featuiv of the adapted texts

-
r------ttudied here that-the Itiajocity of -adver-bs of 441.14-11-, place,-and tine? clauses'

._as well as phrases, occur in initial position in the sentence often set

38
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off by an intonation break or its written signal, a comma. The texts show

a tendency to shift adverbials from post-verbal position to initial position,

as I (23) and (24), if they are not in that position in the original,as

they are in (25).

(23) MILK .

0 And a certain special use was recently discovered for skim milk.

A Recently a surprising use was discovered for skim milk.
I

Recently is Flifted to.sentence initial position in the adapted veision,

with no cha ge in word order or complexity.

(24) DAYTON

0 t half past eight there was a big yelling up the street,

nd---crack!

irA hen up the street we hear a big yelling and a crack.

(25) TREES!

i

0 1When the Seste:2Lax.ol.ms, branches often cover it from

the ground to the top of the tree. As it vows older, the

lower branches drop off. Finallt the nearest branch may be

more than a hundred feet off the ground.

A As the Sequoia grows, the lower branches drop off. Finally

the nearest branch may be more than a hundred feet above the

ground.

In (24), the replacement of the initial time adverbial At half past
co/

eight and the merger of the two coordinate clauses into a single clause with

a conjoined NP object produces a much simpler and shorter sentence V) which

-Advert lorrepoSing applies, for reasons which Will lie-discuss*d later in more

detail.

-
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(26) LIGHT

0 Curving lines of light fail from the bow as the launch

enters the lagoon, and a trail of light is left in the

boat's wake.

A As the motor launch takes visitors into the lagoon, curving

lines of light fall from the bow. A trail of light is left

in the wake,

(27) LIGHT

0 Motor launches take visitors into such a lagoon located on

the southern coasi of Puerto Rico where on dark nights Ahere

is a dramatic display of bioluminescence.

A On the southern coast of Puerto Rico is a lagoon that has one

of the greatest amounts of bioluminescence in the world. On

dark nights, it creates a very dramatic display.

In (26) and (27), Adverb Preposing applies in conjunction with sentence

splitting. it moves an adverb which has become sentence final as a result

of splitting.

The placement of an adverbial clause in initial position has several

different effects, depending on whether the structure is the result of

application of an optional syntactic rule or of more far-reaching sentence

restructuring. Most generally, the initial posifion, especially if a

comma signals arri-ntonatipn break, is an unambiguous marker of subordinate

structure. Thit is particularly valuable in left-to-right surface

initial cOnjunction marksstructure parsing

what follows as a

, because the appeaeance of an

subordinate clause, especially

40
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initial and and but are deleted. The intonation break (often indicated

by a comma) identifies the end of an embedded 6onstituent. In sequences

of the form clause-conjunction-clause, there is no marker which shows where

.the first sentence ends; a conjuncti6n such as.and might be part of a con-

joined NP rathqr than the marker of the boundary,of a second clause.

Nothing indicates whither the second clause'is subordinate. Basically the

only clue is in the conjunction used. There is some evidence from psycho-

linguistic experiments- that indications of subordination are express'd in

multiple ways (e.g., complementizers, selected constituents, clause

position; Kornfeld, 1973; Townshend & Bever, 1977). Thus where no other

motivation might exist, adverbs can,be preposed merely to make the sentence

structure easier to interpret on the basis of surface fonm.

A second effect of placing an adverbial at the beginning of the sentence

is to remove it from focus position at the end of the sentence. In focus

position, an adverbial could be focused and thus could be negated or

questioned as in the following hypothetical cases:.

(28)

a Will you get the car fixed on Saturday?.

b Oh Saturday, will you get the car f.ixed?

(29)

a John didn t leavetscause he was tired.

Because he was tired, John didn't leave.
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Examples (28)a and (25)a have two interpretations. In one reading the

whole proposition is questioned or negated. In the other reading, the

question or negation is limited to just the adverbial which is in focus

position. The rest of the profibsition is not questionedor negated; in

fact, its truth is taken for granted. in (28)b, on the other hand, the

adverbial is not questioned, and the because clause in -(29)b is not 'negated.

The preposed adverbials arejust taken as background given information and

cannot be questioned or negated (Lakoff, 197)).

We found no instances of ambiguities of questioning or negation inv

.the original texts, and would not have expected that either theodriginal

Ah-4411*
writer or the adaptor would allow such pernicious ambigefies to remain in

written texts (allhough they abound in spoken language). But in the case

tk

of statemdnts, it sepms to be advantageous to remove a post-verbal adve.rbial

to initial position simply to make clearer what is focused in the predicate

of the sentence and what is background, scene-setting information. The

adaptor of (30) condensed one adverbial into another so that the originally

postpoletemporal (relative) clause could be made into a preposed time

adverbial clause:

(30 MILK

0 in this country, mil.1( has been flowing since 1611 when the

firs t, a s t _meown Ca_ilon

A When the first colonists sailed for America, they made room

for cows.on their crowded ships.
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In this country has been more or less transmuted into America and incorporated

into the when clause, which itself was constructed out of a relative clause

modifying 1611 in a post-verbal time adverbial. All the adverbials have

been moved out of focus position except for on their crowded ships, which

is closely linked semantically to make room and thus may be deliberately

kept in focus position.

We might contrast the sensi ive expfloitation of syntactic choices for

discourse purposes with a case where the choice of material in focus

position seems to have gone somewhat awry:

(31) LIGHT

0 This small sand-dwelling animal emerges at night and secretes

a luminous mucus as it moves about.

This small animal, which lives in the sand, comes oyt at

night. As it moves about, it secretes a luminous substance.

Adverbial preposing does-,take place in the adaptation, but other adapOve

processes change the syntactic structure as well. In fact, this sentence

is an interesting example of what we suppbse to be a "domino-effect," a

sequence of one change requiring another. The original sentence contains

three clauses, just about the upper limit (see clause complexity dis-

cussed in Clause Splitting). The prenominal modifier sand-dwelliu is
t
turned into a full relative clause, which lives in the sand. The sentence

Would now'have four clauses, so it is 'split into two sentences of two

clauses bath. The post-verbal as clause In the second sentence is then

preposed to make clearer what is focused in the predicate the
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luminous substance, the theme of the paragraph. The predicate of the

preceding sentence is itself exposed to focus, however, and for this reason

sounds like a non-sequitur. Since the paragraph, and indeed the whole

article, is about things that glow in the dark, one would expect that

the fact that something comes out at night would be given or expected

information, and not something to be asserted with any emphasis. Though

Adverb Preposing is not directly responsible for what is in focus here,

this example does provide a clear illustration of what focus position means

in discourse. The example also illustrates a point made earlier about

the effect of sentence boundaries on what information the reader may

perceive as related or separate, prominent or placed in the background.

Active and passive sentences. Some syntactic processes affect the

choice of what NPs are in subject position in a,sentence. In terms of

t ansformational rules, application of an optional transformation such as

Passive places a direct object in subject position, and therefore in topic

position. If the choice of not applying Passive is exercised, then the

underlying agent is retained in subject and topic position.

Passive sentences have often 6een accused of being harder to process

semantically than the active sentences which correspond to them (Slobin,

1966). This ought to be true, because the grammatical relations of subject,

non-s bject,etc., indicated in.the surfacestructutv, do not match the

logical relations which the reader must eventually reconstruct.

However, since subject position has been argued to be the most

favorable position for the seritence topic, the faAhat the object is
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in topic and subject position may ig fact facilitate the floW:of the

discourse if the topic of discourse at that=point is the underlying object

and not the underlying agent. An individual sentence might require more

effort in interpretation simply because it is passive in fo m, all.other

things being equal, or if there is no context. The discourse, however,

may be easier to comprehend if subjeCt position is consistently used to

define what is the topi'c of the sentence and of the discourse (cf. Gourley,

1978; Gourley s Catlin, Note 3). We assume that asequence of sentences in

a paragraph can be related as mutually relevant, so that "topic of SI"may

be generalized by the mature reader at least as "topic of this sequence

of sentences including SI."

For example, the following changes from active to passive form and

vice versa were probably made to change what is in topic posi/ion:

(32) TREES

0 By counting the tree rings and measuring the stump, it was

found that one old giant had increased its thickness by only

10 feet in more than 1,600 yeai.s.

A When the tree rings of one old giant were counted and its

stump measured, it was found that the tree had increased its

thickness by only ten feet in'more than sixteen hundred years.

The agent in (32)0 is unspecified and not expressed in either clause of the

sentence. By definition this kind of agent cannot be the topic, and by
-

r ghts, the topic Ought to be tht properties of the trees. The original
,

form of the sentence is also sceewhat opaque to parsing, since an
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unexpressed agent has to be recovered for the active clause introduced

with by., and for the passive main clause.

By making the two subordinate clauses and the main clause passive

in the adapted version, the adaptor gives the reader several useful clues.

The topic 1,s insubject position, and the agent, which Ls not the topic,

is the same in both cases. The parallel structures ought to suggest this

even to a non-mature reader who cannot be expected to rep4\to all the

invitations to make an inference. Other examples are:

(33) TREES

0 Lightning causes most of the fires, but long ago the

Indians sometimes set fire to the grass and needles on

.the forest floor. . . All of the Big Trees have

been struck by lightning at least once.

A Most,of the fires are caused by lightning. (Three sentences

deleted.) All of the very old trees have been struck by

, lightning at least once.

(34) MILK

0 Early Hebrews used laban, or curdled milk, to drive away

sickness from the body and there' are some fifty references

to milk or milk products in the Bible.

A Milk is often mentioned in the Bible.

In (34), the adapted version substitutes a verb for the nominalization

refert)Ce. The paraphrase is in passive film, in order to estblish pi lk

as the tOlitc, rather'than the Bible or the early Hebrews'i at 'in the

16
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Since passive sentences are in fact somewhat more complex to parsi

than active structures, it is not surprising to find cases where passive

sentences in the original versions are 14placed by non-passive, intransitive

sentences. These sentences keep the topic in subject position but do not

suggest that there is SOTO unexpressed agent to be Identified. Such is

the case in example (35):

(35) MILK

0 Milk grad4ally became celebrated in Europe for its supposed

medicinal qualities, particularly when, a watery serum

separated from the curd after coagulation.

A In the Middle Ages, milk was still popular as a medicine.

This change is made possible by substituting one lexical item for another,

presumably more familiar one, but there is no reason why the change from

passive-transitive to intransitive verb had to take place merely to simplify

the vocabulary. Milk became celebrated for could have been paraphrased as

Milk was widely used as instead of Milk was . . . popuIar as . . Since

passive sentences have many of the same properties as sentences with

intransitive verbs (Lakoff. 1977) and since passive structures are more

difficult to parse than active structures, it is to be expected that many

instances of passive structures will be avoided:

Ibus....i_r_LsubitsLa9tbsimsin,..s_crthm. in English, a sentence'

may begin with an "expletive" or "non-referring" or'"exittential" there,

in subject position, and the subject with which the verb agrees fol.lows

the auxiliary verb or copula be. The surface struture thus.contains

conflicting clues as to what the subject Is. it is harder to parse than,
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an ordinary sentence with the grammatical subject in subject position. So

unless such a structure serves some purpose in discourse--for instance,

displacing something which is not the topic from topic positionremoval of

there ought to make the sentence somewhat more readable. Some instances

of there with be and an indefinite subject are eliminated in adaptation:

(36) DAYTON

0 Just then the big planks, began to come . . There was a

big, heavy lamp-post in front of..the house, and I saw one.of
,

those planks come down against it, and in a second that big

iron post doubled over like a wet weed.

A Big planks were coming now. One of them h_it,the heavy lamppost

in front of the house,and it doubled over like a wet weed.
?

Theri is used to assert existence of something which is not the topic.

the adapted version, just the mentionS of the heavy lamppost in front-of the

house implies the exience of a thing of that descriptions A similar

change can be seen in example (37):

(37) DAYTON

0 Next morningFridaythere was the top of the iron fence again,

and by noon the lawns were showing.

A On Friday morning the top of the iron fence showed, and by

afternoon the lawns appeareA.

The topic is shifted from the timesif that is the purpose oi the preposed

advert:dais in combination with there--to the things which Indicate that

the waters are receding. The remwal of there seems to.have the effect

of making it clearer that the fence and thelawns have some great significance.
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In contrast, in some instances,there Is inserted In the adapted verOon

to assert the exist.nce of HP referents although they do not necessarily

become topics:

(38) LIGHT

0 About 40 major groups of organisms and uncountable species

'are capable of bioluminescence.

lk There are about forty main kinds of organisms which produce

bioluminescence.

In both cases, a description of some of the organisms follows. In the

adapted version of MILK, there is also used to list the products made from

milk, none of whIch becomes a topic in its own right later in the text:

(39) milk

0 . soft curd milk, in which,the curd is softened to aid

digestion by boiling or other methods; fortified milks,'with

vitamin D or other nutrients added; concentrated milks,

condensed, evaporated, frozen, or dried; skim milk, from

which most of the fat has been removed; cultured milks, like

buttermilk the by-product from the churning of sour cream

into inater; acidophilus milk, with a bacterial culture

added to aid digestion, and yoghurt, a custard-Like brew of

whole milk fermented by a bacterial culture.

There is soft curd milk, in which the curd, or solid part,

is softened to make it easier to digest. There is skim

mi 4, from which most of the fat has 'been removed, And

there Is. ,buttermilk which is the, by-product formed. When

sdur cream is churned into-butter. Finally, there is

xenon, whole mi tit thet has been perty evaporated and then

fermented by bacteria..
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Reordering of clauses and "natural" order. As we observed earlier

in our discussion on clause merger, there is a "natural" order to

clauses, so that the clauses are uttered in the same order as the events

they describe. When clauses are conjoined with and, or, or but, the first

clause is generally assumed to refer to an event prior to the second

(rice, 1975, Schmerling, 1975). People often prefer the order which

corresponds to the order of eyents referred to, regardless of the infor-

mation 'contained in the 'conjunction, if, before, after, because etc.

(Uncle, 1976).

Preposing an adverbial clause or leaving it in post-verbal position

may be one way of making the order of utterance match temporal and causal

order. As we saw earlier concerning mergers, the order of clauses may

be simply reversed, with the appropriate changes in syntax. There are

examples of separate sentences proaUced by clause splitting ich are

also switched in order:

(40) LIGHT

0 Their dried bodies can be ground i' a powder which will

produce light when mixed with water.

A Their dried bodies can be ground into a powder. When the

powder is mixed with water,, it will produce light.

'The when clause describes an event which precedes and is. necessary for the
Ai

state described in the second clause, In the adapted version. Similarly:

50
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(41) LIGHT

0 If you dip a bucket of water and bring it aboard the launch,

you can see the light roll away from your hand mhen you put

it in Ihe water.

If you dip'a bucket of water and put your hand in it, you can

see the light roil sway from your hand.

One less essential clause (!nciAtumirtmELLymapiesit) has been deleted

and replaced by the postposed clause when you put it-(your hand) in the

water. Again, in the adapted version, the event referred to by the first

clause is a-precondition yor the event' described in the second, main clause.

Earlier we noted (Cf. examples (8) & (9) above) that deletion of materia)

seems to produce an intermediate stage which undergoes further chenrjes,

like merger. Similarly, single phrases may be expanded into clauses, which

then undergo reordering:

(42) DAYTON

0 So Jack went off, in rubber boots, keeping close to the fences.

A He put on rubber boots and set off.

The postnominal modifiers in rubber boots has been expanded into a full

clause describing how Jack came tohave on rubber boots, and it has been

placed in an order of-utterance reflecting the fact th t the event took .

place before Jack left.

The correspondence between order of utterance and temporal order seems

to be a very powerful one that is found in many-and probably all languages.

It is something which speakers andihearert may assume unless there Is
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explicit informetion to the contrary; in fact, to utter the clauses in an

order not reflecting the order of events referred to is,to misleod the

hearer quite deliberately. The expectation that order of utterance conveys

information about the events referred to is one which younger children are

probably familiar with, though their oWn utterances are not neCissarily

governed-by it. Being cons.,istent In observing the order of utterance

convention is Part of leaening "corisiderate speech (Kantor, 1978) which

offers clues to correct intended interpfetat on over and above observance

of the rules of grammar. We might speculate that adaptors of texts are

?ware of the information available in the ordering of clauses, and.make

use of it to assist the reader in findtng the\correct semantic interpretation.

Paraphrase anc condensation. There are instances in the 0 versions

of passages that contein salient content, but which are felt to be

too difficult for the intended readers and so must be reworded. The

rewording results in structural changes in the adapted version, white

-

retaining essentially the same message. This category, therefore, typically

constitutes a strategy of structural simplicification. An excellent

example of this is shown by the following excerpt:

(43) TREES

0 When a Big. Tree falls, its needle-like leaves do not wither

for years.

A Wilen a big tree falls, it takes years for its needlelike leaves

to wither.

0, the mein clause contains an odd sort of otgatten that is fairly

difficult to process, even for adult readers. One might expect the negative
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to negate the verb, but it does not. Rather, it negates the constituent

folloving the verb, the adverbial clause for years.. The A version-removes

the negative particle entirely, using insstead an extraposed Sentence

with a dummy subject (it) and something resembling a purpose clause

introduced by for. Still, A seems considerably easier to process, primarily

because it lacks the problem of negatiVe scope contained in 0.

Occasionally, the original text will contain a large number of events

or'details which'the adaptor deems too numerous, but which he wisiles

nonetheless to summarize in order to maintain the essential message of the

passage. Details may be synthesized into one general statement which can

cover all of them. Synthesis.is particularly common in.such adaptations

ai DAYTON-where individual events may be summarized or omitted completely

without changing the basic sequence of events. In the following example,

the lengthy 0 passage contains a number of individual actions, of varying

impact and importance; the A version synthesizes the events succinctly,

leaving out mucN.of the dialogue, but retaining the central actions.

(44) DAYTON

0 "My God!" said Jack. "It.is a man. I'm going out after him."

But I screamed, and Mr_Shoyer graubed him and held him

back. And Mr. Shoyer said:A

"Mold on, Jack; they're going to get him next door." And

they did.

They got him into their parlor, and he stood there with the

water up to his'waist.' And then.the people next door be'gan

saying to himr.

,Q4adr
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"1 donLt see how we can keep you here, we've got such a

lot, of people in thehouse now."

"Excuse me!" said the fellow. "I'm not asking you for

shelter; all I ask you is to let me rest till I get my

strength, and then go on."

So after a while he took off his coat and stepped out on

the windowsill and looked at the water. Then he shivered,

and said:

"Oh, I can't go into that again!" The water was just

like ice water.

"You come over here, Mr. Man," said Jack.

So he reached out his hand (the houses were close together

there), and Mr. Collopy'sgrabbed Jack's hand, and Jack waded out

and grabbed the man's, and they pulled him across .

A "It is a than!" Jack screamed. "I'm going afer him" But the

people next door rescued him first. Their house was crowded,

so they sent him to ours .

Of particular interest is ihe way in wh4/1 several of the above sentences

are paraphrased:

(44')

0 "They're qçing to,get him next door." And they did. becomes:

A But the peoi4 e next door rescued him first.

Elimination of a direct quote fs but one of the many devices employed in

such paraphrases.

Expansions. 'Although the general tendency adaptatfon Is to reduce

the average length of sentences and to condense the t xt somewhat to offse't

t "the lengthening which paraphrases may create, theTe are exempt s of expansion

of reduced clauses and other constitUents. The purpose of expansidn isA
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Iprobably to 11 in information which might be quite obvious to an adult

reader who has more knowledge of things in the world than children normally

might be expected to have. In the 0 version of example (45), the phrases

during blackout night action and near'iWenemy may not convey enough

information for the reader to understand how the components of the sentence

k

are related:

(45) LIGHT

(0 In World War II, Japanese naval officers during blackout

night action near an enew moistened the powder in the palms

of their hands and read their navigation charts in the dim

blue light that was produced.

A During World War II, Japanese naval officers used this powder.

When they were close to the enemy during blackout night action

they moistened the powder in the palms of their hands. They

could read their navigation charts in the dim light that it

gave.

The splitting of Ihe original sentence into several sentences creates a

potentially disconnected sequence. Thus it is of special value to have a

full clause, when they were close to the enemy, with a pronoun they by

which the reader can infer a link to the imaediately-preceding sentence.

Furthermore, the restruciur ng as a time adverbial removes a possible

misreading, nfmely, that the reading of navigation charts took place at

the same time but not necessarily, the same place as blackout Aight action.

This reading is far-fetched if one has full background knowledge, but not

-if +marls depending simply on the information available In the*sentente
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alone. Ourin_%blackout night action neat an enemy indicates only where the

_avian is, not explicitly where the naval officers were.

Content

As we have already mentioned, the two major tasks of an adaptor are

to reduce ,the length of the original text and to make the text approprjate

for the intended reader. Both of these considerations are reflected in

changes ip content, or the information to be conveyed and Interpreted.

In this section we will specifically deal with deletion and addition of

information represented by words, phrases, sentences, and longer sequences.

We have attempted to subdivide content changes on the basis of the com-

municative function of the deleted or added material.

In asseSsing communicative function, we have assumed that it is

legitimate to talk about the notion of discourse topic': We do not assume

that topics need to be explicitly stated in a passage, though often there

are statements-, called "topic sentences" by many, which function to shape

the reader's expectations of what is to follow. Topical information itself

is a necessary constituent of a text, but only because talking or writing

topically is part and parcel of being cooperative and rational. More

discussion of this notion can be found in the section on Organizational

Information below.

We also assume that topics, or perhaps more generally Rpncepts, are

introduced in a text and elaborated on in various ways. In the subsections

on Elaboration and Thematic Information, we discuss processes by which the

adaptor reduces the passage length. We may view the organization of at
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least some expository writing as having sections (sentences or larger

chunks) whtch may serve to elaborate,on a topic, which in turn may elaborate

on a larger topic, and all of which finally serve to comprise the topic

of the entire passage itself. In some cases an entire (sub)topic may be

deleted; in others, a smaller unit may be deleted.

But while we talk as if some texts have a kind of hierarchical structure

to them, we do not mean to be proposing a theory or model of expository

structure. There are too many possibilities for the construction of texts

for us to believe that a structural model on the analogy of a grammar for

sentences can succeed. For example, two so-called sections might be

connected by what we call a "topic channeling device," which indicates

transition between two essentially independent topics.

In general, we will attempt in this section to establish what types

of irformation are deleted or added in these adaptations and what motivations

there might be for the changes. Below we present examples of deletions and

additions for each of eight categories: modal ty, basis information,

organizational-information, elaboration, connectives, referential connection, *

thematic information, and definitional information. We will now take up

each of these categories in turn.

Modality

The term modaliiy encompasses those words and phrases which communicati

information concerning the truth-value of a proposition, the factuality of

an event, or the conditionality or likelihood of an event. Included under
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this heading are modal auxiliaries like can and L. and certain attitudinal

adverbs like supposedly. Also in this category are phrases expressing the

source of a particular statement: who asserts a particular proposition is

certainly crucial to the degree to which a proposition is believed true

or factual (see also under Point of View below).

We have found both deletioneld addition of modality information in the

adapted texts under study. Deletions occur more often than additions. We

now present sone representative examples with discussion.

One possible motivation for deletion of modality information is that

the adaptor may believe that children's text ought to be "fact" oriented.

Perhaps it is thought that the material is complicated enough without the

further complication that the "facts" are not really facts, but rather

assertions of conditionality. Since modal items tend to render propositions

or'events less than MO% certain, the adaptor might delete them for this

reason, as in (46):

(46) MILK

O. Nero's wife, Queen Poppea, took a daily bath in it

milk) and 122,221siix.qad 500 beasts on tap for

the purpose.

A. She kept five hundred animals to make sure of having

enough milk each day.

'The attitudinal adverb supposedly is used by the author to express some

degree of doubt about whether Poppea really did have that many animals

on hand. The adaptor here has chosen to remove any doubt.
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A similar example is (47):

(47) LIGHT

0. Apparently, too, most of these fish can control when

they flash their lights in the dark waters where they

live.

A. Most of these fish can control the flashing of their

lights . . .

As with the preyious example, the adverb apparently here expresses some

degree of doubt about the proposition it modifies or has scope over. Thi

deletion of this modal information allows the reader to interpret as fact

the proposition that the fish do have the ability to control the flashing.

It is quite possible that for both examples (46) and (47), the

attitudinal adverb was deleted because it is unfamiliar. Neither appa ently

nor supposedly appears on the Dale-Chall list (Dale & Chall, 1948), for

example. Or, perhaps the adaptor does not consider the conditionality of

the propositions to be important. Whether these deletions of modal elements

are indeed appropriate in adaptations depends, in our view, oo two outcomes:

the results of developmental research to determine whether or not

children reading at a particular level can understand and make use of

modal notions; and second, opinions from reading educators on the desirabjlity

of fact/contingent fact/opinion differences in material for different levels.

az, ...v....
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In the next example:

(48) TREES

0. Arailroadfreithasfiuredthat it would require

af.least 40 modern flat cars to haul just the trunk alone.

A. And at least forty freight cars would be needed to haul

away just its trunk., )
.%

what has been deleted is a description of the source of a claim, a knowl-

edgeable authority. The adapted'version does not provide the reader with

any basis by which to judge the aceuracypf the claim (see also the section

on Hedged expressions).

Another example:

(49) TREES

0. But if a fertile seed happens to fall on freshly upturned

soil, it will begin,to grow the next spring.

A. But if they fall &I freshly turned soil, they will begin

to grow the next spring.

The verb happens (to) functions to emphasize the chanciness of this event

(the seeds growing). Note also that the adjective fertile in the original,

which is also deleted, contributes as well to this uncertainty ih that it

adds another preconditjon to the seeds' growth.

Addition of modalEty informa'tion is not an expected type of change,

for the adaptor would be imposing his own beliefs OP the text by qualifying

or making conditional siomething which the original author has not. However

we did find some examples of modality add tions. One of them:

I

6()
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(50) DAYTON

O. The whistles kept blowing and blowing. We couldn't

understand it . It was a little after six, still

kind of gray.

A. The whistles kept blowing and blowind. We couldn't

understand it . It was only a little after six

o'clock in the morning.

In this example, only functions to emphasize the unlikeliness of this

particular event happening at this particular time. This unlikeliness is

already expressed in the second sentence of both versions; thus the adaptor

is not adding the element of unlikeliness here, but merely emphasizing this

aspect.

Basis Information

This category consists of assumptions and explanations necessary for

an accurate interpretation of the facts which the author of ,he original

presents. The deletion of this information may result in a mistaken

inference being made in the worst case, OT in an incomplete interpretation

of the facts if no inference is made at all. Some examples:

(51) TREES

O. It contains enough lumber to build a good sized village.

Or If the General Sherman Tree were saw d into inch boards

it would make a box large enough to hold the greatest ocean

liner ever built.

It contains enough lumber to build a goo sized v liege.

It would make a box large enough to hold the greatest ocean

liner ever uiit.

Cj
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Example (51) poses an interesting question. With the deletion of

the information about the sawing into boards, might the reader infer that

the General Sherman Tree in and of itself is so big that an ocean liner

would fit inside the trunk? Without the if-clause, real wo Id knowledge-*

must be brought to bear to.properly interpret the original author's intent.

(52) TREES

0. Thousands of Big Trees were destroyed by axe, by saw,

and by dynamite. The saddest part of the whole story

is that only a part bf the trees destroyed were ever

cut into lumber . . In many cases the fallen'iliants

were blasted with dynamite to get pieces small enough to

handle.

A. Thousands of the big trees were cut down and cut up.

Often ,they were blasted with dynamite into pieces small

enough to handle.

n example (52)A,might not the reader infer that the sequoia trees were

blasted with dynamite to get them to fall in the first place? Example (52)

is part cular;f interesting, for it shows the difference between what might

be called descriptivel(merely elaborative) and definitional (providing a.

necessary specification) modification. Had the original underlined phrase

been the doomed giants the replacement of the subject by the pronominal

they would have had little effect on the factual content of the message.

Doomed, while perhaps expressing the author's attitude toward the destructicm

of the trees, is incidental information. Without this adjective, the core

proposition expressed remains the same. With fallen as a modifying

-adjective, however, there is quite a difference. The predication of

62
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dynamiting is made of "fallen trees." Thus this adjective functions as

definitional of the concept of which the predication is made. (Descriptive,

adjectives like doomed are discussed in the Qualification section below.)

Another example of the deletion of basis information is in (53):

(53) LIGHT

0. Angler fishes, among.the most unusual of luminescent fishes,

have fingerlike extensions which dangle in front of their

large, gaping mouths. Fishes attracted to these lights in

the darkness are easily caught and eaten.

A. Angler fishes have fingerlike lights which they dangle in

front of their large, gaping mouths. Fishes in the darkness

are easily caught and eaten.

Here, how can thereader help but understand the adaptation as conveying that

the angler fish has-"headlights" with which it spots fish in dark waters?

The function of the modifying phrase attracted to these lights is quite

similar to the function of fallen in the previous example, although here

there is perhaps an even more complex relation between the modifier and the

rest of the sentence. In addition to conveying that the fishes eaten are

just those that are attracted to the lights, there is a (probably intended)

implicature that these fishes are caught and eaten because or as a result of

being attracted to the lights. The deletion of this modifying phrase, then,

results not only in a misinference being made, but also in the loss of a

somewhat subtly expressed causal relationship that is characteristic of

iterate language use. A sentence such as the original would provide a

fine basis for testing whether the causal relationship is inferred.
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There are two examples in MILK where basis information I& added.

(54) MILK

0. Nero's wife, Queen Roppea, took a daily bath in it and

supposedly had 500 beasts on tap for the purpose.

A. The wife of one emperor of Rome took a milk bath every,

day. She believed this would improve her health and

beauty. She kept five hundred animals to make sure of

having enough milk each day.

(55) MILK

0. In Toro6to, a suburban ice-skating rink was flooded With

250 surplus gallons of it (= skim milk). Skaters,found

it chipped less easily than frozen water.

A. An ice skating rink was flooded with it. Skaters found

that when it froze it chipped less easily than frozen water.

The addition of the sentence in (54) makes explicit why the empress took a

milk bath. The phrase when it froze in (55) makes explicit that we are

comparing frozen skim milk to frozen water. Again, t is an open question

whether these inferences would be made without the addition of this infor-

mation, but the adaptor's inclusion of such information suggests that he

at least believes this to be a potential problem. (For comments concerning
4

the deletion of the adjective surplus in (55), see the Qualification section

below.)

We feel that basis information must be attended to carefully when

dealing with adapted material. The difference between the functions OK
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the adjectives in (51) and (52) and those definitiOnal adjectives presented

in the Qualification section below is clearly quite important, and a "rule"

of adaptation such as, "you can delete adjectives:' will not do.

Organizational Information

In this section, we will delineate the 'functions of certain types of

organizational information: topical information, summary or interpretive

information, and topic-channeling information. Under topical information,

we will discuss only explicit expressions which communicate something

about, or f-ame, what is to be discussed, i.e., something like traditional

topic sentences. A summary or interpretative statement provides information

encompassing or reiterating the topic or goal of the passage or particular

subpart of the passage, but not replacing it. Topic-channelinz information

provides a transition between differing subparts of a passage.

We assume that the primary function of organizational information is to

structure the incoming information for the reader. ,Thus, we would expect

that in deciding whether or not to delete or add organizational material,

the adaptor's criterion would be whether or not the topic/point of the passage

is obvious (i.e. can or cannot be easily inferred). But, as we will show,

there are other complications.

Our first example is of the deletion of a topic sentence in (56).

(56) TREES

O. If the life story of a, Big Tree could be told in full,

lt would read like i wild advekure tale. The Giant

Sequoia produces seeds every year. It blooms .

A. The giant sequoia produces seeds every year. It blooms .
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The first sentence of the original, the topic sentence, is the beginning of

five tparagraphS about the life cycle of the sequoias. The corresponding

material in the adaptation is two paragraphs long; but those paragraphs

contain information from parts of each of the original five. Does,the

deletion of the framing sentence make any difference for comprehension?

Note that the corresponding adapted passage begins immediately wi.th a

description of the first step in the cycle of growth. Thus, the reader

will have to infer that this sentence begins a subsect on about the cycle

of growth. If the inference is not made here, the reader would have to

read further before understanding what the point of the passage is. Given

correct recognition of the topic sentence, th s inference would-presumably

not need to be made, i..e., the reader woul&expect what follows to.be ibout

the growth cycle of the trees.

The topic sentence may have been deleted b,ecause the phrase, "read

like a wild adventure tali," is rather overstated. We would suggest,

however, that there are opons other than deletion available to the

adaptor. The adaptor could have replaced the "wild adventure tales"

sentence w' something like The life story of the biq treesisasamazin

as their size, since size of the trees had just been discussed.

The second example of deletion of topical information involves a

noun phrase rather than a sentence:
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homogenized milk . .; skim milk, from whieh most of the

fat has been removed; cultured milks, like buttermilk, the

by-product from the churning of sour eream into butter;

acidophilus milk, with a bacterial culture added to aid

digestion, and yogurt,,a custard-like brew of whole milk

fermented by a bacterial culture.

A. . Milk comes in,many forms. It is often sold homogenized.

, There is skim milk, from which most of the lat

has been removed. (1 And there is buttermilk, which is

the by-product formed when sour cream is churned into

butter. Finally, there is yogurt, whole milk that has

been partly evaporated and then fermented by bacteria.

We classify cultured milks as topical information because it provides

an intermediate category: in the original text cultured milks appears in

a long list of types of milk, with three examples under it. There are

several possible motivations for deletino the (sub)topical reference to

cultured milks. Perhaps the adaptor believes the word cultured is not

familiar in this usage. Perhaps the choice of the adaptor to delete

entirely the example about acidophilus milk led htm by the "domino effect"

to delete the subcategory because there,would now be only ONO examples of

the cultured milks left and the.subtopical information would thus have less

scope. Or, perhaps the adaptor chose to delete the phrase because there is,

-6
no.other such intermediate category given _in the original.
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Next we come to the deletion of topic-chadneling information, as in

example (58):

(58) TREES

O. For a while, the Calaveras Grove, discovered by Dowd, was

believed,to contain the only Big Trees in the world. The

belief was wrong, as later events proved. 16 all there are

about seventy more groves of these trees. They are scattered

up and down the western slop of the Sierra Nevada, but the

finest and 4argest are found wi0in one smail area. Thirty-

two different groves, containing more than one half of all

the Big Trees, stand within Sequoia National Park.

A. 0 In all, there are about seventy groves of giant sequoias.
,

0 Thirty-two differentAroves stand within Sequoia Nationai

Park. The largest, the Giant forest, contains die big trees

in every stage of growth, from tiny seedlings to sky-piercing

giants.

(The lase sentence in the adapted paragraph has been brdught in from a
_-

differ-tilt part of the original passage.) There are other differences between-
.

the -WO versions, but we wtli discuss here only the underlined sentences in

the original, what we call the.topic-channeling devices. The first two

sentences ofthe original serve as a-transition from discussion (in the

previous paragraph) of the 4scoVery of the trees to the topic_ of the number

Of groves. These two sentence,s communicite infor-lation tht can be-used to

establish the topic of the parag aph. Since a premise (that only poe grove

existed)' is.set up and then denied, what must come' next is the,reason for

denying the peemise, i.e., the assertion about the: total number of groves.
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Similarly, since the author has spoken about the total number of groves,

it is reasonable to add information about their location (scattered up and

down the Sierra Nevada), and then contrast the scattering over a wide

geographical area with the.remark that a particular subset contains the

finest and largest groves. This then 'legitimizes" or makes relevant the

statement of fact that so many groves are in Sequoia National Park.

There is nothing in either the original paragraph ot. the adapted one

that can be called a topic sentence. In the adapted version, however,

there is no connective material. There is simply the statement of three

facts, two of them seeming to emphasize the number of groves.

Examples like this one lead us to pose the following questions for

research. Are channeling devices like these used by children to integrate

information? !f these devices are used, do they occur very much in children's

texts, or do writers of such texts believe that such devices are "above the

children's heads"? If children can understand these devices and make use

of them in interpretation, and if potential use of these devices is.not

made, then is it the case that children get the idea early on in reading

expository prose that such prose consists of "facts" only?.

Next, let us look at cases where organizational information has been

added in the adaptation. As stated above, we would assume that such

material would be added when the topic of the paragraph or the connection

between parts is not easily inferable. Howevei., consider the example below,

?Pere a topic sentence has been added:

69
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(59) MILK

0. Milk, on the average, is composed of 87 per cent water,

4 per cent fat, and 9 per cent nonfat solids, of which .

A. Just what do all these milk products give to the people

who use them? Milk is about 87 per cent water. But the

solid part . .

The adaptor has added a topic statement in the form of a r etorical question.

This serves not only to make the topic explicit but also involves the reader

more in the text by addressing him via a-question (see also Point of View)

and possibly makes the facts more relevant or interesting to the reader by

stating that he benefits from the product. But it is not clear that the

topic in the original version is particularly difficuli to infer. Motiva-

tion for adding the topic sentence seems more likely tb come from interest

level than topic cli:irification.

Next, we have an example of the addition of summa -interpretive

material:

1,60) MILK

A. . A picture of milking has been found 1,n the ruins of

an ancient city. It was dradn about 3500 fiC. Milk is

ofte; mentioned in the Bible. For example, *here is the

famoys description of Canaan as a land "flowipg with milk,

and honey." "Flowing with milk and honey" is\an expression

that means "rich in things to eat." This show what an

important food milk wa:i thought to be In ancIent times.

In the original text many other examples of ancient referenceS1 to milk

are also included in order to develop the topic of-milk being okd, butt there
\

a
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is no sentence such as the one underlined in (60). By adding this sentence,

the adaptor has summarized the time reference of all the examples as

ancient times and has given an interpretation of the facts listed in the

paragraph.

Finally, let us look at an example of the addition of a topic-channeling

device:

(61) TREES

A. . . . They were stately giants when Christ was born.

Yet not many years ago the sevoias came close to being

LitILEatcl-

The destruction began soon after the big trees were discovered.

The underlined sentence serves as a transition between tNo topics ("longevity"

and "destruction") concerning the sequoias by overtly putting them in an

adversative relationship, using 21..

In the original text, these two paragraphs are not juxtaposed; the

paragrh on destruction occurs after paragraphs discussing the discovery

of the big trees. The third sentence in the example above is also added fn

the adaptation, functioning as a topic sentence for the paragraph it begins.

In Ihe original version, the paragraph on destruction begins:

0. In the meantime, the discovery of the Big Trees had

attracted wide attention.

Thus, the adapt9r'has not only added a transition between topics in this

example, t has also made,one of the topics explicit.

4

The fact that topic-channeling information has been added shows that

the adaptor was not rewriting,the material mechanically; he or she conceived
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of the adaptation as a text with a structure in its own right. But if the

adaptor had not done this, and had just altered the order of topics, there

would have been an abrupt and possibly confusing topic shift, a problem which

the adaptor had foreseen.

Elaboration

By elaborated information we mean any information that expands on the

topic under discussion or the event being described. We fully expect that

more investigation into text structure and the.communicative function of

sentences in discourse will lead to a taxonomy of elaboration types. For

the purposes of this study, however, we leave the category broad and loosely

defined.

Exemplar information. One subtype of elaborational information, and

probably the most prototypical type, is exemplar information. Exemplar

information functions to provide an instance of a concept/topi-c or evidence

for a claim.

There are many cases in the adaptations where examples have been deleted,

but none where such information is added. This is to be expected, for the

adaptor would have to depart from the original text to add material based

on his knowledge of the topic being described.
7

Deletion of examples can have a variety of motivations. Doubt about

the reader's world knowledge is the most obvious explanation for the deletion

7of the example information in (62):
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(62) TREES

0. Without doubt, the Giant Sequoias are the oldest living

things in the world. They were old when Columbus discovered

America, and when the ancient cliff dwellings of the Mesa

Verde came into being. They were stately giants when Christ

was born, and good-sized when David went out to do battle

with Goliath.

A. They were old when Columbus discovered America. They were

stately giants when Christ was born.

The assumption here is that while children probably know the time references

for Columbus and Christ, the references to even the existence of Mesa Verde

and the time of David and Goliath are most likely unknown. We have found a

number of examples like this one.

Example (63) perhaps illustrates deletion motivated by the adaptor's

belief that the intended audience lacks certain conceptual knowledge.

(63) MILK

0. A number of . . innovations brought about the establishment

of a full-scale dairy industry . . Gail Borden .

discovered a way of preserving milk. The Pasteurization

process . . and the invention of a centrifugal cream

separator . ., of a milk bottsle . ., and of an automatic

bottle filler and capper . . . \all helped to make milk a

big business.

The words deleted are certainly difficult vocabulary items. But we speculate

that the adaptor's motivation might also have been that the readers would

not know what cream has to do with milk and why it is separated. To explain

-this would probably take more than one extra sentence, which seems to be

^
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the adaptor's limit for added definktion of a term, as illustrated in the-
_

subsection on Definitional information below.

This brief section has considered straightforward examples of exemplars/

instances of topics. We are not very surprised that this information,.,

category is adequately handled by the adaptor, for what'we have termed

exemplar information is the most prototypical kind of elaboration in exposi-

tion. In the next subsection, on other types of elaboration,we will have more

to say about problems of adaptation and research that might be done.

Elaboration chunks. The adaptations we examined involved an overall

reduction in content of from 32% to 83% of the original. Up to this point

in the discussion of content changes, we have dealt with at most sentential

deletion. However, larger chunks of information are often deleted, chunks

that in some cases relate quite closely to the information retained and

in other cases can be seen as entirely separate subsections of the orig nal.

In these latter cases, the adaptor has simply chosen not to include certain

subtopics or events in the adaptation. For example, in MILK there is a

section of 189 words, 12 sentences,about the different maMmals that give

milk. This section is completely deleted and presumably would not be

missed by the reader of the adapted version; that is, the (sub)topic never

comes up. There are fairly sizable chunks of this sort deleted in each of

the texts under study. In DAYTON, whole episodes are deleted, not surpris-
.

ingly, since the text is reduced by 83%. In TREES all specific information

about the discovery of thesequoia trees is deleted. And in LIGHT the

_scientific explanation of the process of' bioluminescence it deleted.

:.14.iWA"?r
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While the adaptor's motivation for deleting entire sections is surely

to shorten the passage, the motivation for exactly which chunks to delete

is somewhat harder to guess. Some chunks may be deleted due to change of

focus of the entire text (as is the case in TREES). In the DAYTON text,

far fewer chunks are deleted in the first part of the story than in succeeding

parts. This is not surprising since the setting of the scene and the intro-,

duction of the characters are necessary for the reader to understa,nd the

remaining parts of the story. In many other cases, the decision regarding

which chunks to delete seems to be primarily a matter of the adaptor's

intuitive judgment.

We do not wish to dwell on these larger plot or Macro-deletions, More

important for our study, and more accessible for investigation by other

researchers, are those chunks (possibly sentences, but more often sequences

of sentences) that give additional information about subtopics retained in

the adapted version.

Example (64) is a prototypical elaboration chunk which is not deleted.

(64) LIGHT

O. Also unusual, the light persists even after the animals

are dead. Their dried bodies can be ground into a powder

which will produce light when mixed with water. In World

War III Japanese naval officers during blackout action

near an enemy moistened the powder. in thejpalms of their,

hands and read their navi.atlon charts in the dim blue

light that was oroducaid.

"-_,;...:.2.L-"-',2(:':;-1:-
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A. An unusual fact about Oriental water fleas is that their

light keeps glowing even after they are dead. Their dried

bodies can be ground into a powder. ,When the powder is

mixed with water, it will produce light. During World War II

Japanese naval officers used this powder. When they were

close to the enemy duriqg blackout night action, they

moistened the powder in the palms of their hands. They

could read their navigation-charts in the dim blue light

that it gave.

The last sentence of the origina) and the final three sentinces of the adapted

versions are classified under our scheme as elaboration. (The second sentence

in the'original and its corresponding material in the adaptation would be

termed example information.) We gave the original LIGHT passage to six

colleagues who had no connection with this research. They were instructed

to adapt the material with passage length and readability formula constraints.

None of our amateur adaptors deleted the elaboration. This is at least

anecdotal evidence that this-information may be highly salient. We hypothesize

that this elaboratico would be a memorable one, one that serves to reinforce

the fact that light does persist after the water flea is dead. We now

present solve examples where such elaborations are deleted and the one

example we found of addition of elaboration.

(65) LIGHT

O. On'numerous occasions "balls of fire" roll away from the

oarS of boatmen or the ,feet of swimmers. These large masses

of tight are produced by Jellyfish and comb Jellies. Many

kinds of e11 fish and their relatives the corals and sea

fans, can produce light, thus adding to the fascination of

tropical submarine gardens.

76
n. ° :.;" , ='
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Several kinds.of snails and clams produce light when

irritated, and there are many fantastic producers of light

among squids and octopuses. One deep-sea octopus is really

grotesque when it turns on its lights. It has the appropriate

scientific name of vampyroteuthis infernalis. Many squids,

especially those that live in the dark dppths of the ocean,

have complex light organs located on different parts of

their bodies and arms. Sone contain luminescent bacteria;

others secrete a luminescent mucus.

A. Often "baps of fire" roll away from the oars of boatmen or

the feet of swimmers. These large masses of light are

produced by certain types of jellyfish and comb jellies.

0 Several kinds of snails and clams can also produce light

when irritated. So can many snails [sic] and octopuses.

One deep-sea octopus is really grotesque when it turns on

its lights. 0 Many squids, especially those that live in

the dark depths of the'ocean, have complex light organs

located on different parts of their bodies and arms. 0

(The fourth sentence in the adaptatioil inexplicably has the word snails

where italielL is clearly meant.) In this example, three elaborations have

been deleted, the first about the relatives of the jellyfish, the second

about the "appropriate scientific name," and the third about the luminescent

bacteri.e of the squids. The deletion of this elaborational information has

led the adaptor to merge the two paragraphs of the original into one paragraph.

Pprhaps the motivation of the adaptor in choosing to delete these three

sentences was that they contained "non-important" information.
-

the result of deleting this information?

But what is
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First, we might note that the merged piragraph cannot be said to have

any specific topi'c, except possibly for "sea animals that produce light,"

and this must be inferred. In the original the central topic of the first

paragraph is "jelly fish," while the second paragraph has an explicit topic

sentence about "sea animals that produce light." But there is another

difference between the second paragraph of the original and the corresponding

parts of the adaptation: The elaborations on the examples in the original

are deleted, leaving only a list of facts in the adapted version. For

example, one of the remaining sentences is One deep-sea octopus is really

grotesque when it turns on its lights. We might ask what the communicative

significance of this sentence is. Without the following elaboration, about

the name of this octopus, this sentence does not really make any interesting

or noteworthy point; in fact, the use of one here really requires further

elaboration to be felicitous. The deletion of the elaborational sentence

(. . vampyroteuthis infernalis . . . ) may be motivated by the assumption

that sixth-graders would not understand a "foreign" term. We feel,however,

that it is still possible that they would understand the name on a humorous

level.

Without the elaboration from the original, which made each fact Into

a subtopic in its own right, the sentences left in the adapted version do

not convey any obvious point. Perhaps it would have been better to end the

paragraph after so can many snails [src] and oct9puses.

7a
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In example (66) the sentence Some of them . . is another deleted

elaborational sentence!

(66) TREES

0. The Stricken Tree in the Giant Forest offers visitors a

chance to see the power of lightning .nd the even greater

power of the Sequoias. This tree was torn into hundreds of

piece's. Some of them weighing a ton or more were thrown 75

feet away from the tree. And yet this tree is still alive.

A. The Stricken Tree in the Giant Forest was torn into hundreds

of pieces by lightning, ybt it is still alive.

The entire underlined sentence functions as a qualifier. in the adapted

version, the topic sentence (. . the power of lightin9 .) is deleted.

The deletion of the elaboration may have been the result of deleting the

topic sentence (the "domino effect"), or of the adaptor's feeling that the

informat'ion was trivial. We feel, however, that the information renders more

striking the fact that a tree so injured by lightning can still survive.

The previous two examples showed the deletion elaborational sentences.

In example (67) two larger chunks of elaborational information have been

deleted.

(67) TREES

0. No other tree can put up such a terrific fight for life.

When a big tree falls its needle-like leaves do not wither
for years. saw one giant crath in 1926 when wai near,"

related John R. White, the former superintendent of the park.

"I sive it aiain in 1931. Its leaves were stills fresh and

green."
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It is almost impossible to destory a Seopoii. The

wood never seems to decay or become rotten. Trees which

ii centuries ago could still be cut into lumber. There

are hundreds of old snags and stumps in the Giant Forest

wh4eh may be ten or twenty thousand years old. Yet beneath

the fire blackened outside, the wood Is still sound.

A. No other tree can put up such a terrific fight for life.

When a big tree falls, it 'takes years for iis needlellke

leaves to wither. 0 The wood never seems to decay or

become rotten. 0

The elaborations do take up a considerable amount of space and the adapted

paragraph with the deletions is perfectly coherent. However, a relevant

question is whether there is a trade-off between elaboration (which

reinforces the topics) and brevity (which decreases reading time). In

the case discussed here,,a better balance might be achieved by the Inclusion

of some of the elaborative information, e.g., Trees which fell centuries ago

could still be cut into lumber. This would give somewhat more prominence

to the example sentence, T6e wood never seems to decay.

Our final exampre of the deletion of an elaboration is (68):

(68)' TREES

0. The soft reddish bark is from two inches to two feet thick.

It is almost as fireproof as asbestos and it also resists

attack by insects. Next to the bark, on the insidtt is the

layer of wood through which flomm the life vino sap of the
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There is one tree in the Giant Forest called the Black

Chamber. The whole inside has been eaten out by fire.

Only aboUi one thirtieth of the bark rema ns beneath

which the sap can flow. Yet each year this tree sends

out new shoots.

A. if given a chance another fire comes, the tree will

heal its own wout t will grow new bark over the burned

part. One tree th& Giant Forest, the Black Chamber, has

had its whole inside eaten out by fire. 0 Yet each 'year

this tree sends out new shoots.

The entire paragraph about the fire resistance of the bark and the sap is

deleted. Since this paragraph is deleted, the sentence about one thirtieth

of the bark remaining is deleted from the discussion of the Black Chamber

in the adaptation,`an example of the "domino effect."

When the sentence about the remaining bark is deleted, the reader is

given no explanation (basis information) for the fact that the tree is able

to send out new shoots. However, if this sentence had been retained, its

import would have been unclear without an understanding,of the protective

function of the bark and the flow of the sap, as described in the previous

(deleted) elaboration. Hehce, deletion oi*.elaborative_material mey lead
S.

to other deletions that are more serious in their conseqUences.

Example (69) is the only example we found of an added elaboration.

(69)' MILK

0.. "number of nin'eteenth century Innovations b'...ought about

the establishment of a fun-scale, fictory typi dairy

industry in this country. . . pasteurizAtioo process'

. Invention of centrifugal cream Separator . . .

an automatic bottle filler and capper . all helped to

make milk big business.
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A. eta in time new inventions made the dairy industry bid

business. The pasteurization process . . a special

milk bottle was designed . . . the invention of machines

that could fill bottles and cap them automatically.

These discoveries had a great effect on the dairy industry.

They meant that milk could be stored Jon er. It cOUld be

safely shipped over long distances. Preparinwand

distributing milk soon became a large-scale business.

The addition of this paragraph explaIns in detail the significance of the

inventions, i.e., that milk could be stored longer and shipped,over longer

distances. The information added 6y the adaptor is not taken from *any part

of the oi-iginal text. The adaptor's motivation was, we guess, to clarify the

claim about the growth of the milk industry. As this is the only addition

of this type of information that we found in the four texts under study, it

is impossible to make any generalizations about additions of elaboration, or

to distinguish them from extensive summary interpretation (see Organizational

Information above).

Qualification information. .Here we discuss verbal and nominal qualifiers;

e.g., adjectives, relative clauses, and adverbial phrases. The information

conveyed by these qualifiers is in a descriptive relationship to that element

which they qualify. This category of information is the subsentential

analogue of elaboration chunks.

_ In general, the- function of these- qualifiers' is to give a more.complate

of what is under discussiod; What is,of tnterest to researchers

is the contributton that any particular qualWer makes or might make to

the conceptualization of the inforrAtion presented tn*the text.
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The deletion of a particular descriptive phrase used might make for

a less salient picture of what is being described, as in (70)

(70) TREES

0. A fallen tree may also be hollowed out by fire. Then it

becomes a "tunnel" through which people may walk or even

ride horseback.

A. Sometimes a fallen tree has been hollowed out by fire.

Then it becomes a tunnel through which visitors can walk B.

where part of the relative clause descrintor, or even ride on horseback, has

been deleted. Even if a partIcular child did not have real-world experiences

with horses, he should realize that a rider on a horse would reach a height

greater than a person standing up. Further, the word even implies that

there is something special about being able to ride horseback through a tree

trunk, i.e. , that the trunk must be exceptionally large. This qualification

is not unimportant. In far.t t is, we hypothesize, quite striking and

memorable. The four words through which this information is given will

contribute slightly to raising the grade level of the pasiage on many

readability formulas which might be used but there ore considerations otner

than readability formula scores. Researchers should investigate the trade-offs

between shorter sentences which take less time to read and areperhaps

easier for the reader to p ocess, and longer sentences which, even if they

quire more effort;' contain content which is relevant, interesting, and.

Bruce and Newman (1978) and Bruce (1978) argue that children who have

experience only with stories in which characters do not' nteract to any

rallait.

44,1,
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great degree have difficulties understanding more complex plots, for they

will not have learned the skills tO understand and further may not even

learn that there is a point to reading. A similar point needs to be made

for expository material; the "complexities" that might be created by the

inclusion of qualification information may be more than offset by the reader's

gain of informat on with which he/she can visualize relationships. The

color and interest of these details might give the reader the idea that

reading is worthwhile.

Another interesting example is (71):

(71) MILK

0. In Toronto, a suburban ice-skating rink was flooded with

250 surplus gallons of it (= skim milk).

A. An ioe skating rink was flooded with 0 it skim milk).
1

Here the motion that the milk is surplus is deleted. This qualification

provides the reader with the motivation for using the skim milk on the ice-

skating rink Without this information, the reader might infer that skim

milk is useless or that the people who flooded the rink with the milk were

wasteful. We suspect that the motivation for thedeletion of the qualifier

was that the word surplus was a difficult vocabulary item for the intended

audience. This problem could have been remedied in ways other than deleticl,

one possibility being a relative clause like milk that would have spotijad,

-

to have

_

fizzfft.7-7,71.7r2i

contrast to examples (70)

a good deal of importance

and (71), where we judge the qualification

, the next eight examples are presented to
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give an idea of what we consider to be fairly well-motivated deletions

of qualifications. These examples also illustrate the variety of syntactic
s.!

constructions in whkh qualification information can appear.

(72) TREES (Quantity information)

0. it blooms during the winter, when the ground is covered

with 4 to 20 feet of snow.

A. It blooms during winter, when the ground is covered with 0

snow.

(73) TREES (Temporal information)

0. As early as 1878 he called attention to the need of saving

the forests.

A. He wrote about the need for saving the forest .

(74) 1REES (Location information--relative clause)

0. They are the world-famous Big Trees, the Gi4vIt Sequoias

which 91-2taTly in the Si.irra Nevada of the 1Golden State.

A. They are the famous "big trees," the giant sequoias.

(75) MILK (Location information--prepositional phrase)

0. . the first pictorial description of milking is found

on a frieze dug up I:0) archaeologists at Tel-EI-Obeia near

the ancient city of Ur .

A. A pictu e of milking has been found in the ruins of an

ancient city.

(76) LIGHT (Descriptive adjective)

0. . . many have lights at the tips of modified fins.

A. Others have lights at the tips of their fins.

4.41k
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(77) TREES (Descriptive adjective)

O. It contains Big Trees in every stage of growth, from tiny

seedlings to tremendous sky-piercing giants.

A. The largest, the Giant Forest contains the big trees in

every stage of growth, from tiny seedlings to sky-piercing

giants.

(78) MILK (Agent br-phrase)

The Pasteurization process in 1856, and the invention of a

centrifugal cream seaprator in 1878, of a milk bottle--I2L

Dr. Harvey D. Thatcher--in 1884, and . . . all helped to make

milk big business.

A. Next, a special milk bottle was designed.

(79) DAYTON (Manner phrase)

0. "Cheer up, Kid!" he called, waving his hand.

A. "Cheer ups" he called.

There are a number of possible motivations for the deletion of this

kind of information. In (74) and (77) we speculate that the information is

considered redundant; for (75) the world knowledge required to understand the

notion of "modified" fins is likely lacking; and for all of these examples,

the information might well be deemed irrelevant or unimportant.

We found in our study one significant example of the addition of quali-

fication Information. This is the Nord special in example (78) above, which

the r.daptor has added to make the 'milk bottle salient as an invention.

While an adult reader might well infer from the original text that in the

F6-617.---1860's people used random containers to store milk, and so the Invention

was in fact the invention of a bottle for milk, thl,younger reader is no%,

1,`
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likely to produce such self-elaboration (see Reder, 1978). Thus, the

addition of the adjective specral adds significance to a sentence which

would otherwise seem trivial or pointless.

Clearly there is qualification information that is trivial and quali-

fication information that Is important for interpretation of the text or for

the more esthetic purpose of making reading an enjoyable enterprise. What

is needed for further research is a characterization of the sub-types of

such information and experimental evidence of the effects of their presence

or absence on the interpretation of a text. Further, more general research

ought to be conducted on whether children and adults differ on perceptions

of what is interesting, dull, vivid, etc. What seems trivial to the adult

adaptor might be intriguing to the young reader, and something that is

thoroughly engrossing to the adult might be lost on a younger reader.

These final comments, while specifically directed to the findings of

this subsection, clearly extend to the other subsections above. Our

criticisms of deletions of basis information, organizational information,

elaborations, qualifications, and in a later subsection thematic information,

rely heavily on our perceptions of younger readers.

onnectives

By connectives we mean those lexical items indicating relationships

between sentences and clauses, e.g., and, or, but, then, also, therefor$t,

etc. Oiscussi,on of the many types of cohnectives may be found in Halliday

and Hasan (1976), van Dijk (1977), and mpst any grammar of any language.
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Our hypothesis is that if connectives are deleted, the reader must infer a

connection between sentences. lCconnectives are added, the relationships

is presumably made more explicit for the reader. Here we will deal in the

main with simple deletion of connective information, not necessarily in
.7.11

association with sentence splittiOvg. (See also Sentence Splitting and

following sections above.)

We found in our sample a number of deletions and additions. First we

give some-examples of deletions:

(80) TREES

O. This tree's 72 foot height matches that of a 27-story

skyscraper. . . . It contains enough lumber to build

a good-sized 4illage. Or if the General Sherman Tree

were sawed into one inch boards, it would make a box

large enough to ho!d the greatest ocean liner ever built.

A. This tree is as tall as a twenty-seven-story skyscraper.

It contains enough lumber to build a good-sized village.

it would make a box large enough to hold the greatest

ocean liner ever built.

(81) DAYTON

O. The whole street was full of water--nasty yellow water.

And men were walking around in it, almost up to the tops

of their high rubber boots.

A. The whole street was full of water. lien .were walking

around in it. It came almost up to the topS of their

high rubber boots.

In (80) the coordinate or has been deleted. This would not seem to be a

problem, as all the sentences in this paragraph are hypothetical examOles
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included to give an idea of the size of the General Sherman tree. If

is understood, the individual examples would be interpreted disjunctively,

thus making or unnecessary. But it would also be possible for the ieader

to infer an unmarked 'and' reltion here, thus interpreting the amount of

lumber to be enough to build a village and an ocean liner box.

In (81), the deletion of sentence-initial and changes the tone of the

description slightly, making the passage somewhat less narr6tive (see

Additional Stylistic Changes below). Perhaps the motive of the adaptors

for the deletions in both (80) and (81) was to satisfy a prescriptive rule

against starting sentences with such coordinating conjunctions.

Example (82) is more Complicated:

(82) DAYTON

0. About four o'clock it began to ra n again--to pour. And

every time one of those big drops hit the water jt made a

bubbht as big as an egg.

We had water to drink after that. We set out basins and

caught the rain drops. But then suddenly it began to get

dark. it had been awful enough before that, but we had taken

t good-naturedly and laughed and joked. But now wt all

began to feel kind of creepy.

IP
A. About four o'clock it began to rain again--to pour. We

set out basins to catch the raindrops so that we would have

water to drink. Soon it began to get dark and we all began

to feel creepy.

Alom,with the deletion of the.sen ences about the-big dreps hitting and the

background statement about how the people had felt previously, the adversative

89
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conjunction but is deleted. There is some loss of indication of tramition

here. But is conventionally associated with "not in accordance with expec-

tation," and its deletion entails the loss of some dramatic effect.

There are also adilitionf, of connectives made by the adaptors, sone

probably motivated by concerns of clarification, others most certainly as

consequences of structural changes made by the adaptor. Two examples follow.

The connective still,added in example (83),

(83) MILK

0. Among the Greeks, milk was a symbol of regeneration and Was

also used for medicinal purposes . . 4ippocrates .

Romans . . . Nero's wife .

Milk gradually became celebrated in Europe for its supposed

medicinal qualities .

A. Many ancient people also thought that milk had great healing

power . , Greek doctor . Romans . . . . wife of one

emperor of Rome .

In the Middle Ages in Europe, milk was still popular as a

medicine.

reflects a continuation of the topic of "milk and medicinal applications."

in the original, the material is all under a subheading MEDICINAL in boldface

print. The adaptation does not employ sebheadings, and so the addition'of

the explicit connective still indicates continuation of the topic. The

connection is also present in the or ginal version, MiIk radually became

celebrated in Eurgetlar_illuudosmesilmlisalma_valities ., but the

adaptor has made the connection expiicit in his use of stil
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The second addition of the connective we discuss is the also in (84):

(84) LIGHT

O. On numerous occasions "balls of fire" roll away from theil

oars of boatmen or the feet of swimmers. These large
4

masses of light are produced by jellyfish and comb jellys.

Many kinds of jellyfish and their relatives, the corals and

sea fans, can produce light, thus adding to the fascination

of tropical submarine gardens.

Several kinds of snails and clams produce light when

irritated, and there are many fantastic producers of light

among squids and octopuses.

A. Often "balls of fire" roll away from the cars of boatmen

or the feet of swimmers. Theselarge masses of light iire

produced by certain types of jellyfish and comb jellies.

Several kinds of snails and clams can also produce light

when irritated . .

f4re, it should be noted, two paragraphs in the original are iNmerged" into

one. In the original there is no overt connection between the two paragraphs.

The addition of also makes the connection between the implied irritation of

the jellyfish and the trritation of snails and, clams. This connective is

used as a kind of "topic-channeling device" as described above.

Referential Connect on

In thir, brief section we will discuss some alterations in the way

reference is made. Although we found that connectives were usually de eted,

requiring that more inferences be drawn we find only addition of referential

- , ,
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information, which, we would predict, makes the connection between

sentences in a text more explicit. For example, in (85):

(85) TREES

0. "How long can a Big Tree live?" is a question often

asked by Visitors. The age limit is unknown. Since

some 0 have already neared or reached 4000 years, it

seems reasonably certain that they can live 5000 or

6000 years.

A. How long can a big tree live? The age limit is

unknown. Since some of the trees have already

neared or reached four thousand years, it seem

reasonably certain that they can live five or six

t4ousand years.

we see the addition of the phrase of the trees. It is possible that a

reader who is not integrating the incoming information adequately might

reach the word some and fail to connect t with a noun-phrase previously

encountered. Given however that this entire text is about the sequoia

trees, we rather doubt that the presence or absence of this referential

phrase will ultimately affect comp-ahension though it might affect speed

of comprehension. In any event the adaptor clearly has seen this ai a

potential prOblem and so has made the referential connection more expliciii.

Explicitness of reference is required, however, if what is referred

to is not easily recoverable Thus, if a subdiscourso had Intervened
c

--between the s cond andthirdsefttences,as fn.' (86h exolicitness of

.MA.N4 immmection would be necessary, for examPic:-

- 4-
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(86) TREES,

How long can a big tree live? The age limit is unknown.

Scientists studying the question have made many speculations,

and sone'scientists have even tried to model life cycles by

computer. None has had much success. But even without computer

models we can make a good guess. Since sone have already neared

or reached four thousand years, It seems reasonably certain .

The incidental comments about what scientists have done has brought in a

new'scene, and for the discourse to be comprehensible, the more explicit

referential phrase some of the trees,would be needed to bring the concept

of the sequoia trees back into focus for the reader.

We can perhaps see the addition of referential connection performing

a recovering function in example (87):

(87) MILK

0. The cord fabric of auto tires is coated with casein to

keep them from overheating.

A. The cord fabric of auto tires is also coated with casein.

This helps to keep the tires from overheating.

Here the original sentence is split into two sentences and the pronoun is

replaced by a full noun phrase. These sentences are in the midlle of a

paragraph, and appear in a list'of example sentences, each of which describes

one use of casein. The sentence in.question i! split into two sentences
-

unlike the othArs in the paragraph. We hypothestze that the addition of

the more explicit referential phrase might aid the feeder in connecting the

Tecond Isentebte of the adaptpd verslon 16taily. to di freceding sentence-,

93
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thus breaking the parallelism of one .4xample of the uses of casein per

sentence of the prev-ous three sentences in the discourte.

A major question psychol4nguistic research must answer is whether

there are stages of acquisition of types of surface referential connection

4w-context:- If thii-Oestion-iin be answered, then we will have a measure

of the actual readability value of referential connection, and texts can bi

constructed that are neither too obscure in reference nor too redundant

for Teaders of differing abilities.

Thematic Information.Deletion

The next type of change )...te will concern ourselves wtth In this section-
_

is that of general pervasive thematic material, which is independent of

the specific topic of a text. it includes such things as scientific

versus nontechnical orientation, taboo bodily functions, strcmg emotions,

and gruesome details. Thematic material pan intersect and interact with

vopics apd 'hemes,in a given text, and, with regard to its communicative

function and syntactic form, can belong to various of the categories

d scussed,above. We have found only deletions of thematic material in the

texts under study.

LIGHT provides us with numerous examples of deletion of thematic

material. in general the scientific orientation of the origina) text has

been excised in the adaptation: Deleted, for example, are earlier,

discredited scientific explanations of bioluminescence, the exact them cal

processes involved in it, and esOicially the-'61-ologicat p oceSt of

,
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reproducti.on. below are illustrations, representing the various ways that

thematic information can be expressed.

First, let us' look at a qualifier which carries sone thematic information:

(88)

0. Sone of the several'hundred species have complex lenses .

A. Sone have complex lenses .

In the adaptor's apparent attempt to minimize the scientific orientation of

the adaptation, he has deleted a detail which conveys the biological

diversity of the creatures being discussed.

Topical information is deleted in (89), as it refers to the biological

process of reproduction:

(89) LIGHT

0. These animals swarm durin9 their reproductive period, and

often their activities seem to be regulated by celtain phases

of the moon.

A. These are tiny sta worMs that swarm only at certain times

of the year.

The topic of the original paragraph, and the following seven paragraphs,

is the connection between reproductive swarming activities and phases of

Ihe moon. in the aditptation, the toplic is the swarming 'a the worms at

certain times, with the motivation of! reproduction deleted.

t

In the foliowing examples all references to taboo bodily functions an
,

-thtngst which suggest them hive been dOeted.'
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(90) DAYTON

O. ihe whole street was full of 'running water--nasty yellow'

water.

--Nasty-yellow water (with connotations of "urine" or sewage) suggests a

taboo topic.

(91) LIGHT

1

O. And they ar.1 also "come hither"signals to the opposite sex.

ThIs sentence occurs in a p4ragraph giving examples of how fish use

bioluminescence. While the other two examples in the original paragraph

are preserved in the adaptation, this one is completely removed.

In DAYTON, there is a general theme involving fear and horror. However,

many events and details which involve gruesome descriptions or mention deatfl

are deleted. For example:

(92) DAYTON

O. And after that came horses from the livery stable.

They whinnied and made a queer noise, a sort of half try

and half snort--an awful sound that went right throiu§h you.

And their lips were all-'iUrled away up over their noses, with

all their teeth showing.

"They are all in when they do that." said Mr. Collopy.

A. After that came horses,from the stables. . .' They

made a queer noise--half cry and half snort. The awful

sound went eight through me.

The de, tetet setences- ,etabeire, on7the- event --94v4ng a Vhec,$fytngVp4 ctufe,,

.of the horses drowning. Unithe a0aptat1on, it is not mentioned explicitly

: ctlhat they drown, although this .coold be inferred from what remains; but

I

the most unpleasant information and description are left out.
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Also in DAYTON, all of the numerous references to food are deleted,

even though they do not seem at first glance to portray anything horrible.

40wever, they foreshadow another very unpleasant episode in the characters'

plight--severe hunger. Many other events in the story which are deleted

entirely in the adaptation also portray gruesome pictures, which couldsbe

a motivation for their exclusion.

Definit onal Information

This category refers to information that defines terms or expressions.

If a reader does Isot know what a term means or cannot figure it out from

context, the point of the sentence in which such a term occurs is not likely

to be understood. It is not surprising, then, that in adaptations infor-

mation should be added where the adaptor considers it probable that the

reader will not know a particular term.

We present some representative examples of the addition of definitional

information and of the one example we found of deletion of such ihformation.

'ffivglimiTP.M.W.-4;5742==.7

(93) MILK

0. . . and there are some fifty references to milk . . .

in the Bible, including the famous description of Canaan

as a land "flowing with milk and honey."

A. . . of Canaan as a land "flowing with milk and honey."

"Flowin S 2122211kansai_ _onress ion that mean's

"rich in things to eat."
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(94) M I LK

O. The Pasteurization process in 1856, the invention of

., and . . all helped make milk a big busint..,.

A.

(95) MILK

. Louis Pasteur introduced the pasteurization process.

This process killed the bacteria in milk that caused it to

spoil.

O. . soft curd milk, in which the curd is softened to aid

digestion by boiling or other methods.

There is soft curd milk, in which the curd, or solid part,

is softened to make it easier to digest.

(96) LIGHT

O. Other insects, such as the cucujos and lantern flies of

tropical forests, produce a very intenSe light.

A. Other insects, such as the cucujo beetle and the lantern

fly found in tropical forests, produce a very intense

light.

(97) LIGHT

O. Waves from the launch roll under the mangroves that fringe

the lagoon . .

A. Waves from the launch roll,under the mangrove trees that

border the lagoon.

(98) MILK

O. In this country, milk has been flowing since 1611 when the

first cows were brought to the Jamestown colony. The

Plymouth colony got its cows in 1624.

Both of the earliest American cOlonies, at Jamestown and

at Plymouth, had small dairy herds.

98
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Examples (93-97) all Illustrate the addition of information defining or

explaining'a term that may not be known to the reader (at least in the

adaptor's opinion). We note that the examples in (93) and (94) are sentential,

that (95) is an appositive phrase, and (6) and (97) are lexical changes.

Example (98) does not really define a term, but the addition of information

that Jamestown and Plymouth were the earliest American colonies does add

encyclopedic information that might be more informative to the reader than

the dates 161.1 and 1624 given in the original. The explicit added informa-

tion that these colonies were the earliest may make the statement more

obviously significant.

We found dnly one example of deletion of information defining a term,

(99) MILK

0. ., fortified milks, with Vitamin D or other nutrients

added; concentrated milks, condensed, evaporated, frozed, or

dried.

A. Milk also comes fortified, concentrated, condensed e%aporated,

frozen, or dried.

There are no contextual clues in the adapted version to the meaning of

fortified. The defining phrase may have been deleted for several reasons:

because the reader could be expected to know the term, or because th#

adaptor viewed the contents of a non-restrictive phrase as less essential

information, and/or saw an opportunity to shorten a sentence.

99

+re
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Lexical Change

The most basic technique available to the adaptor is lexical change.

ft can be readily accomplished by the adaptor on the first sweep through

a text without the added complication of making major changes in the

structure of the text.

The choice of the words to be removed from the text and of their

replacements requiresdecisions based on certai n princi pies . One can think of

various ways in which ttese decisions can be made. The lay person 'May

think it all a matter of the adaptor's linguistic intuition. This would

not be a bad wiess, consldering that a person without any special training

in the adaptation of texts can intuitively point out the difference in the

complexity between nourishment and food, for instance, or between agitated

and stirred up.

Although it is evident that such intuitions can play some role in

lexical simplification and can be usefui they do not, for the most part,

fully account for the change. In addition to intLitions, the adaptor has

at hand a number of materials which can aid the choices and decisions of
-

the simplification process. These are such resources a* vocabulary lists

and readability formulas, which can serve as objective-standards for the

adaptor when adapting a text and simplifying its vocabulary,
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Word Lists and Readability Formulas
1

Sight-vocabulary lists and word-frequency lists like the Dale list of

3000 familiar words (cf. Dale & Chall, 1948), Thorndike and Lorge's Teacher's

Word Book of 30,000 Words (1944), and Carroll, Davies, and Richman's Word

Frequency Book (1971) are all vocabulary manuals which are or can be used

as a part of readability formulas, by both writers and educators, to determine

eading level of the texts they create.

Th difference between these lists lees in the manner in 4hich they

were c piled. Words found in the Dale list were selected by questioning
e

a sample of fourth graders who checked the words they knew. A word was

included on the list when 80% of the sample had sight knowledge of the words.

The other lists, on the other hand, were compiled on the basis- of the nuMber

of times a lexical item appeared in a cross-genre sample of selected texts.

In simplifying a text, the two types f lists will be used differently.

Using the Dale list, an adaptor may replace an item not on the list with

one that s. For example, this could have been a motivation for the change

of produce to make in LIGHT, since make appears on the Dale list while

produce does not. An adaptor will change the vocabulary differently when

using a list based on word frequency. Using this type of list, the adaptor

will check the frequency of a word thought to be difficult or less compre-

hensible at the reading level to which the text is being adapted. If a word

is of low frequency, i.e., ii is nut found too oftan in the sample of selected

texts, and consequently, would be less likely to be comprehensible to the

1.=.4."

101
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child, the adaptor would probably replace it with a word having a higher

frequency. This would make it more likely for the child to have encountered

in previous readings. in LIGHT, (capable) of luminescence is changed to

(able to) produce light. This is a possible case of the use of frequency

lists by the adaptor because produce and light have markedly higher frequency

than luminescence. Interestingly, produce is changed to make, in one case,

while in another, produce li9ht replaces luminescence. It seems that in

one case, the unfamiliarity of the original word caused produce light to be

used as a replacement, while in the other case, frequency seems to have been

the criterion for replacing produce with make. This shows the possible

overlapping-of the two types of lists and the possible discrepanies resulting

frowtheirsimultaneous use.

n addition to word lists, the adaptor can also use readability formulas

to aid in lowering and simplifying the reading level of a text. These

formulas are, in general, based on certain countable variables, principally
,

the number of words and syllables in a sentence. Formulas like Fry (1972Y

and Dale and Chall (1948), for example, depend oo such variables.

Wheneve* theSe readability formulas are used in iodaptation, sentence

length and syllable number may dictate some of the lexical substitutions

an adaptor might make. The,adaptor works to fit the adaptation to a certain

level by measuring and checking the changes at various points until the

_desired level is reached. A Polysyllabic lexical itnr1ight be replaced by

a monosyllabic one, or a short exprksion might be excháIioed for a longer ,
,

192
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expression, just to-obtain the proper reading level correlations by

decreasing syllable count and sentence length. The change of the most

studied and written about to the best known in LIGHT may have been motivated

by considerations of this sort. The original is neither more-difficulty,

more idiomatic, nor more ambiguous than the replacement. Nor is it even

better suited to the text. The reason for this exchange, then, might simply

be a matter of adherence to restriction of space and length.

The validity of these formulas has recently been questioned by Charraw

(Note 2) and Freeman (Note 1). The formulas may be misleading since the

numerical values these formulas yield say nothing about potentially important

textual properties such as content, semantic appropriateness of one lexical

item rather than another, etc. That is to say, if these materials are used

without any consideration of just what is being conveyed, they may cause

more probleins than they solve.

In some cases, long words or phrases are replaced by shorter ones not

only because of considerations of length, but also because longer lexical

items tend to be less frequent and less familiar to the young reader. In

LIGHT, for example, on numerous occasions was probably changed to often

for reasons of both length and word frequency, and this s correctly

referr d to as was no doubt changed to this Wcalled for similar

reasons. As several factors may motivate a singlechange, we mai wonde

'------Whether there is a hierarchy which ranks these considerations in order of

----*aportance.. It seeMs that frequency is a stronger activation for change

than is length, as we found a number of examples that were simplified and

lengthened.

203
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In fact, some clarification by paraphrasing may even necessitate the

creation of an entirely independent sentence. For example, in (100),

condensin9 is replaced by take some of the water out, while an entirely

new sentence was formed to express the notion of preserving:

(100) MILK

0. In 1851, Gail Borden . . discovered a way of preserving

milk by condensing it.

A. In 1851, Gail Borden . . found a way to take some of the

water out of milk. This made it keep much longer.

The fact that a new, short sentence has been created would not necessarily

affect scores or readability formulas which are based on average number of

words or ,syllables per sentence. The total length of the passage is

increased, however.

Lexical Exchan9e

Change of lexical items usually involves the replacement of a difficult

lexical item by a lexical item considered to be more readily comprehensible

at the level to which the text is being adapted. In its most general

form, lexical change is simply the one-for-one exchange of lexical items,

w;thout any change in the syntactic class or syntactic function, and without

any drastic change in the semantics; also, the retains its structure.

For example, Int verb 191tate found in example (l61), is replaced by the

verb, stir up. tioth agitate and stir up are verbs used in the same way,

i.e the same tense, etc. , and have basically the same meaning in this

context.
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(101) LIGHT

Zot-

0. Myriad sMall fish and shrimp, darting away from the boat,

Nitate the tiny light-producing organisms so nunerous in

this lagoon.

A. Hundreds of thousands of small fish and shrimp, darting

away from the boat, stir up the tiny light-producing

organisms.

Such one-for-one replacement was typical of the texts examined. In MiLK,

for example, the lexical item nourishment was replaced by food. Similarly,

nerve in DAYTON was changed to courage, and in TREES needed was substituted

for required.

A resulting change in the level of reading, as exemplified above,

\1
can be termed lexical s plification, a pervasive device in adaptation,

as can be seen from thedrfollowing sample:

(102) TREES

O. regarded as A. thought to be

required needed

produce give way

(103) MILK

O. nourishment

celebrated

prehistotqc

continue

condensing

disperse

A. food

popular

before history

keep on

taking the water omt

mix

95
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(104) LIGHT

O. referred to A. called

produce make

emerges comes out

unique -unusual

fringe border

abundant numerous

persists keeps

(105) DAYTON

O. come down again A. hit

nerve courage

In addition to vocabulary list considerations, we can distinguish

four other reasons why lexical items are replaced by simpler ro.ounterparts.

A lexical item may be replaced (1) if it is a specialized or technical term

(2) if it is too idiomatic,. (3) if it is vague or ambiguous, and (4) if it is

obsolete or has fallen from current usage.

Specialized and technical vocabulary. In the case of technical words,

it is often necessary to convey what the words mean in more familiar terms.

The choice depends on the importance of these technical terms within the

text'. If they are crucial to the development of the 'text, like bioluminftscente

in LIGHT, then they may be retained and.clarified with a paraphrase or even

a definition, as in example (1u6):

(106) LIGHT

A. The production of light by living organisms is called

bioluminesrerIces

ta4

1 96

,s-_,Tereezrer.
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If, on the other hand, the terns are of minidal importance to the content
t

of the text, they may simply be replaced. In LIGHT, for example, (capable of)

luminescence is replaced by (able to) produce light. Although bioluminescence

is the main topic in bott; versions of LIGHT, the adaptor chose to replaee

the term luminestence. The reasoning behind thiechange mi411t be that the

topic of bioluminescence and the meaning of the word bioluminescence had

been established and clarified by a definition in the adaptation. As a.

result, the word luminescence is no longer crucial to the development of

the text and may be simplified without any reservattons. In MILK, insecticides

is changed to insectyoisons. Rather than clarify or explain the specialized

term insecticides, the adaptor chose to replace it with a corresponding

simpler term whih can be more easily inte'rpreted without special knowledge.

Since insecticides has no bearing on the main topic of exposition and is

textually relatively unimportant, this change is probably well motivated.

The simpl fication of technical lexical items was typical of only

MILK and LIGHT; no examples were found in either TREES or DAYTON: We believe

that this has to do with the genre of prose each text represents. Both MILK

and LIGHT are semi-scientific expositions while, :ontrast DAYTON is a

narrative and TREES is a mixture of narrative and discriptive prose. Our

assumption is that expository prose, because of its explanatory function,

has a greater t ndency to contain certain technical vocabulary.

The treatMent of procier nouns it curiously siMilar to changes in

tectmi cal vocabulary. Lexical exchange by paraphrasing usually occurs

when the reference is considered to be out of the young reader's ref* of

siktkiNe' - - -

10
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knowlede. Sometimes a lexical item is completely replaced by a paraphrase

that is less specific in its reference, but retains the Ost of its meaning,

as in produce lija for luminescence. -Typically, these lexical items" are

names and places. Rather than require the reader.to spend time working

out the reference of an unfamiliar lexiial ilem, the adaptor can replace

it with a paraphrase the reader will immediately understand. For example,

Hippocrates in MILK is rei;laced by the phrase, one of the most famous-Greek

doctors. This is done to convey to a young reader the information which an

adult reader would probably already know as background information associated

with the name Hippocrates. The naae alone wtould not provide sufficient

information for a child. The pcin: of mentiontng Hippocrates in MILK is

his status as a medical authority, since at this point in the text the

medicinal value of milk is being expounded upon. If Hiepocrates were not:

explained, the reason for mentioning him would not be clear.

Similarly in MILK, Nero's wife Poppea is replaced by the wife of one

emperor of Rome. This paraphrase is not as striking as the pne above,

since it only serves to clarify and not to quotl an authority. i'.22pais

just identified as the wife of one of the empe'rors of Rome. The paraphrase

does not add any other information Chat would justify the assertion about

the cosmetic value of milk, which is the topic under discussion. Difficult

place names are pa aphrased as well, such es Telwei-Obeld near the encient

.city of Ur, which becomes EunsigILEitt in MILK.

Oioas. Wonds and expressions used idiomatically sometimes require

simplification, even if the component parts are frequent or familiar wtrds.

Ost
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When the adaptor comes across an item which seems to be idiomatic, ,../she

must decide wether or not it mer !-s replacement. If it is transparent

in meaning, either because it is very common or because the item is readily

interpretable by some principie of compositionality (i.e., the sum of the

meaning of the parts equals the meaning of the whole), it is reasonable

for the adaptor to retain the item. If its meaning is opaque or uncommon,

the adaptor is justified in replacing it by a lexical item that has a more

transparent meaning.

A good example of this is found in MILK. In the adaptation, the .

idioMatic expression, haVe on tap in the original version (had 500 beasts

on tap .) was changed to the simple lexical item kept. Since the

meaning of keep is more transparent than the meaning of the fixed expression

have on tap, the change is probably _;ustified. Even though have, on, and

tap are probably all on lists of frequent and familiar vocabulary, they

are not used together with their primary meanings in this context. Other

cases may not be quite so clear-cut. Still, the adaptor may choose to

it safe and replace the terms in question by a more straightforward

expression.

(107

r,grzronkmmmmr*xRrxkwv-r,

Another example is the change of went on to kept op as seen in example

kt.Tr

(107) DAYTON

O. And we went on looking out the window.

A. We kept on looking out the window.

19,9
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This is a case of change motivated not by problems of idioms cier

Although go on, like keep on, means "to continue," an adaptor takiny the

prescriptive point of view may not consider it as stylistically appropriate.

Vague and ambiguous vocabulta. In adapting a text, the number of

meanings a lexTeal item can have may determine whether or not it requires

simplification. Lexical items oft'n have more than one meanina. While

t is usually the case that contexts narrow down the possible meanings,

some words may remain amb;guous, necessitating a change to an unambiguous

expression in that context. In the adaptation of DAYTON, for instance,

the substitution of funniest by strangest is probably motivated by such

consideration. This is seen in example (108):

(108) DAYTON

O. But the funniest thing w.:,s the rats. They came sailing

down on soap-boxes and things--sitting up just like

squirrels, looking around for a place to jump off.

A. The strangest thing was the rats. They came sailing

down on soapboxes, sitting up just like scuirrels.

While funniest may either mean "humonaus" or "queer," strangest only means

"queer." Rather than allow more than one Interpretation in a context, the

adaptor chose to change funniest, thereby guaranteeing only one possible

interprexation in that context. In example (109). the reference to the

railroad freight agent Is deleted and, as a resultothtmeaning of flat Th

_-
the context of cars becomes ambiguous. As the child may visualize flat

cars as a series of 'cr netted automobiles rather than the freight tar of a

train, as intended, the phrase is changed:

1.

i:VMMMWMMMMIMWA==== Cntei,"TrM.C.farRIPS",MliroiftAtiBPSOMNIWIFIMINIW.M.
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(109) TREES

O. A railroad freight agent has figured that it would require

at least 40 modern flat cars to haul just the trunk.

A. And at least forty freight, cars would be needed to haul

away just its trunk.

Freight car is limited in meaning to trains and thus the adapted version is

unambiguous.

In some cas:et, ambiguous or vague references may be clarified by adding

modifiers or paraphrasing the original item. Often, these take the form of

adjectival or prepositional phrases, if the terms, in question are nouns, as

in example (110):

(110) DAYTON -

O. The% came down one after another, and the water took them

and whirled them round and round like chjps.

A. The water took them and whirled them around like chips of wood.

This addition elimiqates the vagueness of the lexical item chips, whose

interpretation would not have been clear from the context.

Sometimes, unfamiliar terms, especially those of a scientific or

technical nature, may be clarified by the addition of a more general term,

as in example .(1l1):

(11) LIGHT
1,

4"sr O. Other insects, such as the cucujos and latern flies of

tropical forests produce a very intense light.

A. Other insects, such aS the cucujo beetle and the lantern'

fly found in tropical forests, produce a very intense

light.
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Since cucujos are beetles rather than flies, the adaptor chose to specify

cucujo by adding theirneric name, thereby ruling out the wrong interpre-

tation.

Similarly, in the following passage, the adaptor added Irees in order

to clarify what mangroves are, since the name is unlikely to be familiar to

the reader. It would only have been possible to infer from the words roots

that they were some kind of vegetation:

(112) LIGHT

O. Waves from the launch-roll under the man9roves that fringe

the lagoon, and there they break on the roots producing a

weird and ghastly light.

A. Waves from the launch rolled under the mangrove trees that

border the lagoon. They break on the roots, and make a

weird and ghastly light.

Obsolete vocabulary. Obsolute and non-current Vocabulary are possible

causes for comprehension difficulties and are simplified byreplacing them

with current terms. It is reasonable to assume that obsolete and non-current

lexical itemsare most likely not within the child's range of knowledge.

The DAYTON adaptation, which was written in the 1960's offers-some

examples, since the original was written much earlier, in 1913. We see

examples of obsolete lexical items and lexical ttems which have lost a

0
particular sense. In the adaptation, the lexical item'contract was

.-

-replated by twi-titnvproject,' This ex4hange ts motivated by the fact hat

the "building.project" meaning of contract is clbsolete. In the same

1,2
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adaptation, kettles was changed to pans_, in this case, because kettle now

has a more restricted meaning.

"Thematic" Change

r

Some changes seem to have been motivated by more global considerations,

.such as a change in the focus of the text as a whole or the deletion of a

particular theme, Or even the adaptor's own point of view on the subject.

As a consequence of these changs,"some lexical items from the original

version may no longer be suitable,to the adapted text.

A change in the focus of a text may subsequently cause lexical changes.

The original topic of TREES, for instance, was the Sequoia Nat onal-Park.

Hence visitbrs to the park were often referred to. In the adapted text,

on the other hand, the focus is on the special properties of the Sequoi.as,

so that reference to visitors is for the most part absent, as the result

of deletions of those passages which deal mainly with them. Most references

are simply to people, with one occurrence alone of the word visitors.

Certainly, some social considerations may lead to wholesale deletions

of reference to taboo subjects such as sex and reproduction and bodily

functions (cf. Content section above). In Some instanCes, however, the

potentially offensive term is simply replaced by a "safer" one. The change

from mucus to substance found in the LIGHT texts is a gccd exaMple of this.
..TWMTWW.10=a,M

The adaptor, presumably under ctrtain social pressures, makes the vocabulary

in the text suitable for children by replacing such expressions with words

. that are neutral in their connotations. Since the materials are designed
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to be used widely and since sociat attitudes towardspspecific words may

e'
vary, it is likely that the adaptorhas decided to be rather conservative

and has chosen terms which are less likely to be found objectionable.

Other changes seem to involve a personal preference of the adaptor

and imposition of the adaptor's writing style or point of view. For example,

'?

this may involve a desire to make a text more emotive or colorful, as seems

to be the case in DAYTON, where a number of "verbs of saying" are changed

to more exclamatory verbs, as in example (113):

(113) DAYTON

"Oh, Jack," I said, "come here."

A. "Oh, Jack," I cried. "Come here!"

In this case, the emotional content is shifted from the direct quote to

the main verb. As will be noted later (in Emotionally loaded words), dele-

tions often remove material which describes emotions, especially in DAYTON, so

that the change described here might be seen as a partia: compensation for

these deletions.

While many cases of lexical change result in an adapted text which is

probably easier to read than the original not all changes are equally

felicitous. For example, in LIGHT, capable of bioluminescence is changed

to'are able to produce bioluminescence. Since bioluminescence is the

4

prodUction of light the change from capable of to proluce.resuits in a

-redundant phrase; eearty not the best choite.:
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Complex Chan.2s1.

In some instances, no simple substitution of ore word for another is

possible. Rather, changing one word may necessitate a more general

restructuring of the sentence in question. Sometimes the change may not .

be from one noun to another, for example; but from a noun to a different

part of speech, which in turn will require additional changes to be made.

Changes in syntactic category. An example of a change of syntactic

ci.tegory but not of function is found in MILK. The adjective miikable

is replaced by the modifying relative clause that give milk:

(114) MILK:

0. . . and is likely to continue to do so as long as there

are milkable mammals.

A. it will probably keep on being one as long es there are

animals that aive milk.

LIGHT, there is a similar example of this:

(115) LIGHT

0. The only backboned animals capable of luminescence are

certain kinds that live in the deep sea:

A Or0y a few animals with backbones are able to produce

light, and these live in the deep sea.

In example'(115), an adjective is changed to a prepositional phrase, while

retaining the funciion of'modification%

-!NTICs

$yntactic functiO'n may tilt) be attered. for instance, i (116)-

fifty OsfeTences tructed as -oftep_ineation241:

,

4 . .

..agt "Itg"*-5=.4A17A."Wal*Wes ,r4t14,0!AgSVs ,/i.,,gaV*-Va.4444140aRMAIS2WW444-17.9mode
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(116) MILK

O. . and there are some fifty references to milk or

milk products in the Bible .

A. Milk is often mentioned in the Bible.

In this case, a nominal which functions as the subject of a sentence is

changed to a ve&functicming as a predicate. We assume that the lexicW

item references was the motivation for restructuring, since the original

structure per se presentS no problems of interpretation.

Restructuring caused by change in lexical items. The adaptor may have

tO restructure the sentence inwhich a difficult lexical iteM occurs if

there is no replacement lexical item which has the same co-occurrence

restrictions or case-relations as the original. In example (117),

recommended is changed to told. Notice the restructuring that takes place

as a result.

(117) MILK

O. Hippocrates recommended milk as a curative beverage.

A. One of the most famous Greek doctors told his patients

to drink milk to cure illness.

Milk is not suitable as the direct object of told, so restructuring takes

place. it seems likely that it was the change in the lexical item which

caused the_restrueturing.

In sum lexical- change requires an awareness on,the part of the

:adaptor of what he has already altered in the adaptation, what factors

. motivate each change, and wh4t Is accomplished by the change. - It also

116
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demands that the'adaptor weigh each change to see if it has any unforeseen

side-effects on the sentence in particular or on the text in Feral.

Changes in Rhetorical Devices

There are various changes which occur in the process of adaptation

which are closely connected to the syntactic deletion, addition, and

restructuring processes discussed above. These changes, however, are not

merely changes in the structure of the text, but affect the style of the

adaptation. We will refer to these changes as changes'in rhetorical

devices.

By rhetorical devices, we mean the syntactic devices exploited by the

author to influence the way the reader will appreciatfe the information

presented in the text. Examples of rhetorical devices which are changed

include the use of rhetorical questions in TREES, which seems to have the

effect of involving the reader more directly in the narrative, and the use

in DAYTON of emotionally loaded phrases which express the writer's attitudes

and feelings directly, such as the descriptico of water as nasty yellow water.

As the texts analyzed were of various types, e.g., expository, narrative,

etc., Lone of the categories in our taxonomy only occur in one text ty0e.

We believe, however, that the examples discussed below are not random or

idiosyncratic occurrenees of some rhetorical device, but can be generalized,
_

if not to all text types, at least to specific genres..

'In discussing rhetorical devicevwe cannot limit ourselves to-a typo ogy .

f chaneei alone, because ihe retention of sOve rhetorital device in the
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adapted version -may be as significant as the deletion of it. Therefore,

we will give a list of the types of rhetorical devices found in the

original version, and then comment on whether the same device was used in

the adapted version. Note that we cannot simply give a taxonomy of changes

as the changes themselves are usually of a very limited type deletion

of specific rhetorical devices used in the original version, or on very

rare occasions, addition of rhetorical devices to the adapted version.

We will try, however, to discuss general types 'of stylistic changes which

seem to occur in the adaptation process.

Direct Reference to Reader

Use of imperatives. One way for the writer to refer directly to the

reader is to use a verb in the imperative, 'as in both the original and

adapted ver'..ions of example (118):

(118) TREES

0, A Imagine trees 30 feet thick at the bottom and 300 feet

high! And 3,000 years old, and maybe more!

By using an imperative with an implicit "you" subject, the wrrter seems

to "talk" directly to the reader, which is $upposed to increase the reader's

interest in the narrative (Fiesch, 1949). We found that typically this

device was retained in the adapted version. Moreover, tbere seem to be

cases where the adaptor added such a device:

7
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(119) MILK

A. Some people believe that milk drinking will become

less popular in America than it has been. But

remember how long milk has been a basic food and

think of the ways in which it is useful.

The second sentence is a summary of facts mentioned earlier. There is

no sentence exactly correspondkng to it in the original version. Note

however, that when the adaptor writes this summary sentence, the imperative

is used to enhance reader involvement.

Use of "yot?," The use of you in the cases below is intended to have

the effect of letting the reader be part of the narrative, in his imaginatipn:

(120) LiGHT
,

0. If you dip a bucket of wafer and bring it aboard the

launch, yal.,_ can see the light noll away from your_hand

when you put it in the water.

A. !f you dip a bucket of water and-dip your hand in it, yr.&

can see the light roll aw from your hand. (retention.of you)

414\
ilr

(12 TREES

0. Sometimes a tree is hollowed out all the way to the top.

By standing at the bottom and looking up at It, it is

Poisible to see a patch of blue sky much as if one were

looking through a telescope.

-v47.1-

Sometimes a burned tree Is hollowed out all the way to the

top. By standing at the bottom and looking up it is
, ,

Possible to see a patch of blue sky, as if you were ,looking

through a telescope. (Impersonal one changed to personal 1,111)

-",=ft ',"-IAMWatIWMWO-011.1".

49-
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4,-

We found no switch from personal you to impersonal one or somebody,

On the contrary, we found a tendency to switch from an impersonal sentence
A

to a personal one, by adding a direct reference to the reader.
1

Use of rhetorical uestions and direct,quotes. In the original version

of example (122), the writer uses a direct quote to express a question

presumably asked by the prototypical visitor to the park. In the adapted

version, instead of using a direct-quote question, a rhetorical question

is used:

(122) TREES

0. "How long can a Big Tree live?" is a question Often asked

by visitors.

A. How long can a big tree live? The age limit is unknown .

In both cases, the questions have the same function: They enable the

writer to ask a question the reader would ask, and to give detailed answers

to the question. Again, this enables the reader to-identify more with what

is happening in the narrative, and breaks the impersonal uniform quality

of expository imose.

Unlike the other changes described thus far, all direct quotes are

deleted in TREES. The original version contained 18 dirict quotes, whereas

in the adapted version, we find no direct quotes and only .one rhetorical

question. ibe use of direct quotes In the original enabled the wtiter to

quote statements rade lby the Veriggs personalitles tqlnected to,the history

of the park, and to give,the comments and questions of the typical park

visitor. This allowed the writer to express various points of view as

*

aloal=
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being authoritative (i.e., the views of experts, wilicn lend support to the

writer's statements about a series of events).. The quotes of the visitors'

remarks and the answers are a narrative technique for conveying factual

information in an interesting way, and involve the reader more directly.

The reader in this case presumablf identifies with the typicel visitor in

the park, and thus takes an imaginary tour of the patk--instead of,simply

being bombarded wi h factual information. In the adaptation, direct quotes

ere either deleted entirely or rephrased. In addition, the adaptor system-

atically deletes all references to the personalities mentioned in the

original (except for Colonel C. Steward, originator of the park system)

or to visitors in the park. Because of the shift of topic in TREES from

the history of the park to the properties of sequoia trees, the quotes

attributed to the people connected to the history of the park become

irrelevant and are deleted from the A version.

We hypothesize that, all other things being equal, reader involvement

devices will be retained. Actually, there is even one example from MILK

where a rhetorical question is addedlto the A version!

(123) MILK

A. Just.what do all these milk products give to the people

who use them?

. he rhetoric 1 question functions as a topic sentente and the writer takes

the oppOrtun ty to answer the question-in the next paragraph.

1

4AVAi
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Often the writer-puts some distance betweenhimiaif/herself and the

narrative and gives a detached, unbiased-acount of et:t facts. This is

typically the case in expository prose of the type found in TREES, MILK,

and LIGHT. Occasionally, however, the writer does express his/her own'point

of view o; the view of some ottwr persons. Typically, this Is not achieved

by saying "I believe X" or "Y believes X," but is done in a much subtler

manner (cf. Butler Note 4). For example, the writer-can "sneak in" a

sentential adverb (Which will express his/her own point of vLew) in the

midst of a seemingly neutral statement:

(124) LIGHT

O. This production of light by living organisms is correctly

referred to as bioluminescenci.

The writer, however, does not merely give a defimition of bioluminescence,

but also stipulates that it is correct. By point of view, then, we mean

the writer'is own judgments, assertions, evioluitions, and emotions as

expresseiti in the text.

In addition to expressing his/her own point of view, the writer may

choose to cite somebody.else's point of view by using direct or indirect

quotes.
2

We consider aM of these cases to be under ifie genlral heading of

,po4nt of view. 04r rain Interest here is*to note Changes.in point,of view.
4.

0

wo Jound, ttm, preyloqs section thet there fees no significpnt

change in the use of rhetorical devices apart from a tendency to increase
IX16A*.QP-i

,r4
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direct neference tO the reader in the adaptation, we find that the situation

is much more complicated as far as point of view devices ire concerned.

Below, we will list the various devices which express point of view in the

original vers401101tf the-texts and we will try to.account in a principled

fashion for the retention or deletion of these devices ih the adaptation.
)

Hilher predicates expressing source of information. When citing any

piece of information, the writer may choose to give the sourWof the

information. This is typicalli achieved by embedding the fact or the

information in a frame like: X said, believed, claimed, or exclaimed that Y.

Thus, in the original of example (125), the writer has written the following

sentence, to emphasize the fact that the sequoias are hu'ge trees:

(125) TREES

0. A railroad freight agent tias figured that it would require

at least 40 modern flat cars to haul just the trunk alone.

A. And at least forty 'reight cars would be needed to haul

away just its trunk.

While the original text cites the source of the information (i.e., a

railroad f e ght agent), the 'clapted text does not* The result is that the

information gets attributed to the author of the statement rather than to

. the actual source.

A sentence citing the source of information can be used by the writer

(at least) two major ways: (a) tos'Support,the faits'by attributing

them to same authority; (b) to indicate that the Kilter avoids taking

responsibility for the truth of the complement.
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In the first instance, if a speaker says that X claims or believes Y,

this is equivalent to simply stating the fact Y This seems to be how the
-

higher predicate functions In example (125) above. The writer says that

a railroad freight agent has figured that . but what the writer

actually wants to communicate is not that a railroad clerk figured something

out, but rather that it takes 40 cars to haul a tree. In other words, the

main assertion of the sentence, as used above, is not the main clause, but

the complement clause. Another example of this use can be seen in the

original of example (126):

(126) MILK

0. Romans were said by Pliny to rub bread soaked in asses'

milk on their faces to make them fairer and prevent the

growth of beards.

A. The Romans rubbed bread soaked in asses' milk on their faces.

They thought that this would make their skin paler. They

also thought it would keep their beards from3growing;

Again, the original author cites a source to suppori' this claim. Vlhat

is communicated is that the Romans used milk for certain special purposes,

not that Pliny said something.

AJaptors seem to have a general principal of deleting information they

consider unimportant or unessential to the development of the narrative in

order to achieve the deSired length. As we have algeady seen, this is

_the motivation for a number of deletions. We hypothesize that the "source"

(i.e., main clause) it deleted when the author just cites it as supportive

-
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evidence, but when the main emphasis is on the facts presented in the

complement clause. Thus, in examples (125) and (126) above, the "sources"

are deleted in the adaptation.

Notice that this parenthetical use of main clauses also occurs in

first-person narrative such as DAYTON:

(127) DAYTON

O. I noticed the water kept rising.

A. The water kept rising.

Here the original writer wanted to comunicate4hat something happened, not

that she noticed somed-ing, and the adaptor chose to delete the source (i.e.,

main clause).

In other cases, however, the author could attribute information to some
-----

source in order to disclaim responsibility and therefore to disagree with

the assertion. For example, in TREES, the author has attributed the folloaing

to the park visitors:

(128) TREES

O. "What deep roots these trees must have!" exclaim many visitors.

In this case, is is clear from the passage that what is quoted is incorrect;

in fact,the next lint reads: But the roots seldom go down more than 100 to

150 feet,- The author would not want the reader in this case to believe that

what the visitors.said is true, but rather to assert the true proponition
+4.

after contradicting a "naive" view.

Similarly, in example k it is doubtful that the original author

wished to convey that the purpose clausels true (. . to make them fairer
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and to prevent th'e_iE2wth of beards). One has to infer, from one's knowledve

of the world, ,hat thFs is a ridiculous suggestion,and therefore we assume

that the writer does not believe in it The adaptor may doubt howeve

whther a young reader has the necessary world-knowledge to infer that this

is not true. Therefore the adaptor adds the source (They,thot9ht . .)

in ,order to emphasize that the author avoids taking responsibility for the

truth of the complement. The tone is in fact one ofislight irony, reinforced

by the use of the exclamation mark,after the last sentence,in (126)A. In

other words, we would expect the Source sentence to be retained--or even

added, as in example (1 6)--when it serves,sthe function of attributing a

false statement to someone else, a function which is often not iMmediately

apparent but makes a difference in interpretation.

It seems, then, that the retention of the part of the sentence expressing

the source fise. that X is somebody eise's point of view) depends on-the

adaptor's use of this device. If the source is cited to support the facts,

the sourcti is deleted; if the adaptor wishes bp emphasize that he/she does

not believe in the information cited, the source is rqtained.

Hedged expressions: Another device expressing point of view is the

use Of hedged expressions of various sorts. Such hedges may either weaken

or stlrengthen the assertions of the author. Generally, they are deleted in

the a4aptiOion, such as correctly, in (129 and supposedly in (W. Ttiese

ihanges are treated under Ilmodalityll in the Cnntent section above.

Emotionally loaded words. Another way in which the writer's point of
,

s
.s

view is expressed is in the choice of emotionally loaded words. This is

,

126
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especially relevant in DAYTON, which is a first-person narrative and thus

allows the author to express her own point of view thrOughout the story.

It seems that the general tendency is to delete emotionally loaded descriptions

and retain the "facts" alone. Thus, compare the following:

(129) DAYTON

'O. The whole street was full of water--nasty yellow water.

A. The whole street was full of water.

(130) DAYTON

0. . a young fellow with his face perfectly white and

.his eyes bulging out from his cheeks.

A. He was a young fellow and his face was perfectly white.

It is possible that these descriptions, which deal with the original author's

emotions and reflections, are deleted because they do not seem appropriate

for the intended audience, as noted in the discussion of thematic information

deletion above. The net effect is to make the text more uniform in tone,

without extremes of emotion.

Indications of extremes of emotion, if not completely deleted, may

be transferred to other lexical items, as in the following example from

DAYTON, in which the adaptation deletes the Colloquial emotional expression

"My God." In ordet to preserve a minimal amount of the emotional impact,

the adaptation changes the neutral 1st to a mere emotive scream:

(131) DAYTON

O. "My God" said Jack. "It's a man. I'm going after him."

A. "It's a man," Jack screamed. "I'm going after him.

-
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This then, is another example of the "domino effect," where one change.

(deletion of material) leads to another change, in th s case, of a lexical

item.

As mentioned above, DA*TON is a first-person narrative. The original

McClure's article is written as a personal eyewitness story. The style is

informal, closer to oral than to written style. In the adapted version,

we observed a systematic deletion of elements which are not considered

proper written English. Examples are given below:

(132) DAYTON

0 And finally MTS. Rawlins, the woman next door ,

-

A. Finally Mrs. Rawlins, the woman next door .

(133) DAYTON

O. At half past eight there was A big yelling up the street.

and--crack!

A. Then up the street we heard a big yelling and a crack.

(134) DAYTON

O. "Cheer up, Kid!" he called . . .

A. "Cheer up!" he called .

(135) DAYTON

O. But I was thinking of Jock.

A. t wts thinking of Juk.

v.,;;;;,4W..77.=
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Examples (132) and (135) contain sentence-initial conjunctions, which occur

freely in colloquial language but are proscribed in formal written language.

(133) has an onomatopoetic word which would not be out of place In an oral

narrative. In (134) kid is used in a slangy way.

Concluding Remarks

The instances of success or failu e in adaptation which we have commented

on are local rather than pervasive; the changes of each type generally occur

in small numberi in a text, and they are subtle rather than blatant in their

effect on the adapted text. That is, the presence or absence of a piece of

detail, a conjunction or relative clause, the choice of one lexical item

over another--none of these individually is going to change materially the

reader's processing of the text. Further, the effects of all the changes

in a text are cumulative; ind it is therefore hard to isolate specific

factors to test their effects independently; and since the changes made in a'

text are often interdependent, a given kind of change may have different

effects in different texts, depending on features of the text and what

,other chariges might be made in that text.

In this study, we have extended some very general methods of linguistic

analysis into a somewhat novel area of research. These are: (a) organizing

the data into equivalence 6asses of similar items--typology of changes

from the different texts; (b) defining the relationship between the classes,

which we have touched on in discussing the "domino effect" and describing

change; as belonglAg to complementary types; (t) forming cpntrasting pairs

e,

N
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of items which are similar but differ by one or more definable factors--

for example, the original and adapted versions ofsentenfes, or successful

and unsuccessful applications of the same type of change.

Of particular interest to us are the cases where a change fails to

reproduce the original text accurately or where it brings in other problems

that require further cfiange in related areas of the text. Very often the

nature of some phenomenon can'be better understood by looking at cases

where a generalization about it could hold but fails to do so, i.e., where

an expected result is not obtained. Discussion of cases of failure is not

to be taken as criticism which we are leveling against adaptations, except

where explicitly noted. In general, the adaptations used in this study were .

done with care and common sense, sometimes exceptionally so, in spite of

. the requirements imposed on the materials and the limits of exact knowledge

about what constitutes complexity in language.

In this study we have been concerned with the difference between

readability, as measured by averages calculated by formulas, and specific

features of the language in a text. Any changes made in the adapted version

of the texts we have studied is aisumed to have been made in order to

increase readability. 'Of course not all were successful in our judgment,

but in the cases where the changes had the intended effect: we were interested

in whether there were §ineral principles thatcould be made exptitit. The

__Abvious ones are derivable frgm readai;ility form4les. Clear:1y some, of the

changes in individual sentences are changes in features, like length of

13o
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sentences of words, whose averages over the text are measured by readability

formulas. If these were the only relevant factors in adaptation, it would

be possible, oneimagines, to create adaptations by blindly and mechanically

changing features of the text tO which readability formulas are sensitive,

and nothing more.

Of course, a simplisti.c strategy of th:s nature is not possible,

because not all sources of difficulty can be measured by readability

formulas, in the first place and in the second, there are usually severai

complementary methods by which vocabulary difficulty and sentence length

can be reduced. Of course, this presupposes that sentence length alwAyl,

contributes to cogplexity, which is not the case. sentence length may be

reduced by spl i tting up complex sentences into components, but the relation-

ships between them may then have to be spelled out, requ ring the addition

of more words. Material may be condensed by coalescing several simple

sentences into one--creating a relatively long and complex sentence. A

difficult vocabulary item may not be able to be reproduced in simpler terms

except by peraphrase, adding a clause or phrase tO the sentence. Which

strategy is most appropriate and effective is obviousty a matter more of

the writer's judgment than of something measurabIe by formula. De"letion

of content is obviously constrained by.the need to have the text remain

coherent.

ihm,.-meAsurement Of text cbherence Is not a trivial task, Reac1401 ty

eTmulas do not measure aspects of what we have called organizational
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information. Deletion of topic sentences, summaries,ahd transitions clearly

places,a premium on the reader's inferencing ability to determine what is

being talked about and how it relates to previous material. The amount of

inferencing a reader might have to do may depend as m'uch on his/her kpow1edge

of the topic under discussion as oh the "structure" of the incoming text.

It is likely that no formuia can be ,devised to determine how much organiza-

tional information is needed to facilitate'maximal comprehension by a reader

at a certain level'for a pa:-ticular genre. Thus, the adaptor must be aware

of this type of information and must gauge the intended audience's need for

overt structuring information.

Just as readingJormulas cannot measure the amount of organizational

information needed to present topics clearly to the intended%reader, neither

can they measure the amount of elaboration needed to make the point salient

or noteworthy. It woUld be hard to generalize about how much and what kind

of elaborat on is needed to maximizexomprehension, as this could vary

greatly from topi.c to topic. It seems that while,on the one hand,tOo much

elaboration can have a deleteriouseffect on comprehension by obscuring

the point, on the other hand, too little can make the point seem unimportant

and not wOrth remembering. The amount and type of elaborational information

affects interest level, and it is well known that interest level and

comprehension.are closely related.

Other ehange.5.; as we have no444., i-nmolve constructions. whose contrittu-r.

n to reading level cannot be measured by formulas. For example, the,
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negative c nstruction in example (43), do not wither for years1 is difficult

to process because the negation affects the phrase fcir years_ rather than

the verb, as one would have normally expected. The adaptor, alert to a

possibly confusing aniliguity, changed the construction to an unambiguous

positive expression.

It is only the adaptor's sensitivity toianguage which would detect

aliguities in the scope of negation and in other contexts. Ambiguities

of this s,)rt require the adaptor to exercise judgment as to whether the

ambiguities would pose serious difficulties to the reader in the context

in which these constructions'are used. Sometimes one possible reading is

excluded by contextual information, but sometimes not.

Another source of difficulty which is not measurable by readability

formulas has to do with pronouns and other anaphoric devices which link

clausWand sentences. One early version of th '. riesch readability formula

(Kipre, 1963, p. 57) did in fact count pronouns as a measure of redundancy

and shared content, though demonstratives and zero awohora were not

measured. These other syntactic devices nevertheless ,2erform the same
.

grammatical function of indicating identity with what has gone before.

We noted that indefinite subjects (exampte (32)) and repeated or redundant

elements %) are often not overtly expressed. The absence of the elements

which are not exp essed allows the sentet4e to be compressedor oeltordteFy

_inexpitclt,without confu4c1L. But if one assumes that the reader has less

than an adult's store of background knowledge, the unexpressed anaphoric

-
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elements may create unforeseen pitfalls. The only way to make certain that

such pitfalls are avoided is for the adaptor to fill in all referential or

'repeated information, with demonstratives added to provide explicit indica-

tions of what is linked by identity of reference across sentence boun&wies.

This strategy would, however, considerably lengthen the individual sentence,

and,in addition,a strange stylistic effect is created by sequences of simple

sentences with fully specified noun phrases and adverbs (e.g., After that).

Information which is not explicitly expressed is a source of serious

potential difficulty in other ways as well. These are the very unpredictable

and subtle ways in which informat on is conveyed without actually being said.

Sometimes the reader must make inferences from what is siid in order to get

at what the writer is really trying to convey. Unlike the anaphoric devices

mentioned above, whose function is fairly clearly defined, expressions

which may implicate extra meaning are of every category and description.

Clearly the writer's intention to convey meaning by imOlication is not

something which can easily be meaiured by a formula. But one can easily

imagine a text being incomprehensible or given an in 'rely different

interpretation from the intended one, if the crucial inferences are not

correctly made. (See example (53) and others discussed under Basis

informatjon.) Whether or not crucial inferences are correctly made will

depend largely on surface information available, such as sentence connectives.

o

tn the caie of ve-ry important Inferences , one woutd-expect en-adaptor

ute the possible di ffiGulty and to spell out the inten4leci Teening more
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clearly; there are cases of this discussed In connection with examples (54)

and (55). We are also concerned about more subtle cases, where the loit of

information is very small in each individual case; for example, the deletion

of conjunctions at the beginnings of sentenc4is, as in example (80), and,

the splitting of sentences into component independent clauses with deletiiin

of the conjunction, as in example (3). To describe the semantic contribution

of conjunctions is somewhat difficultv Strictly speaking, the reader my_

infer something from the presence of the conjunction, wfiich indicates

relatedness of subject matter between clauses, and from the order in which

related clauses are sai.d. But ineffect, information of this kind about

relatedness, and causal or temporal relations is so regularly conveyed by

conjunctions that an inference is required unless spectfically denied by

the context. While the content of the original sentence may not be destroyed

by the changes made in adaptation, the whole text may be subtly distorted by

the absence of these small Lndioations of relatedness of topic, time, aTi

causality. Leaving the conjunctions in, however, creates long and complex.

sentences, which.have a reputation for being "difficult" °instructions,

especially If they contain subordinate clauses (see Dawkins, 1975). The-

adaptor obviously has to balance the tisk of disconnectedness against the

alleged liability of long sentences. But a text may be rendered unforeseeably

, MOTO difficult to read if it consists of a string of unconnected sentences.

---The-edapted-.vars-tonelay-,Illefeforte-have, fewer cues- lhan.-the orIgina I. for

RIMSgiZAZESIA
tattng sentenpes. jhe loss of Information may have greater effect than
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an adult might realize because younger readers have less background
4.1

information and less experience in making correct inferences. This is

a hypothesis which is obviously hard to test but needs careful investigation.

The constructions whose features are summarized above are ail ones

'whose difficulty cannot be measured b, the averages computed by readability

formulas over a whole text, sin'ce their difficulty may vary relative to

the immediate context. The communicative functions which 4arious construc-

tions may have are beginning.to be underktood better by linguists, and we

have offered some observations from the texts we studied in support of

generally held hypotheses about them. While much has.been written about

the structure of an overall text, there is no theory of text structure,

which is well enough supported and developed to be coabined with formulas

for calculating readability. ideally, a measurement of readability should

include not only average figures based on a few parameters, but also means

of identifying nedundancy of content or the lack of it, and of calculating

how consistently topics are Identified and maintained, to give the text

coherence and logical progression of ideas. It would be hard indeed to

devise experimental means of measuring the contribution of a given con-

struction to readability of a text, or of measuring the effect of text

structures on comprehension. Yet is steems tous thst an understanding of the

.potion of readability is seriously inidequate without.such measuremeilts:

. Another, category of corts.tructlain whi ch L .us.uaiiy. .chan9td in idepta t .

.is what we have been caping matam, .and it is another example of what

appears to be intrinsically complex while having a specific discourse

TMarli _
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function. The effect of changes in modality on the entire text is to

e
obscure the differer.ces between th straight fact and supposition, between

the points of view of one individ al and another. The ideas in the adapted

text are typically presented as bald facts, without qualification or

attribution, and without offering.the reader a chance to see what basis

an assertion might have. Someone reading prose intended for'adults must

be able to make judgments routinely qn the basis of the source of a propo-

sitfon, and while younger readers are indeed givcn some practice in basai

readers and other material in distinguishing fact from opinion, it surprises

us that fairly mature readers for whom the four adaptations were intended

are not given more practile in dealing with such information. It seems to
a

us counterproductive to adhere rigidly to norms of sentence length and

complexity where such issues are concerned.

Likewise, we noted thoughout this paper that language expressing

emotion was systematically toned down or deleted. Some of these changes

may have been to shorten the length of a sentence or to guarantee that

the words will all be familiar--archalc or slangy expressions are often

changed. But even though we had no preconceived notions about the

sacredness of the features of the original text, we all came to feel that

thi adapted texts were dull and lacking in variety compared to the original

exts. Ai .colloague has noted that, the changes in the adaptation of DAYTON

.1

removed a whole sense of character and time'whici) had been present In the

original. .
We speak of course from the perspective of adult readers; we

131
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simply do not know how great a barrier to readabllity is constituted

by the emotive and colloquial language of the original text, or how great a

difference would be perceived by younger readers between the original

content and the adapted paraphrase. But we wonder if the archaic and

colloquial features of DAYTON did not in themselves communicate some very

subtle information which is part of the stoct and part iof the reasons to

read about a flood of 65 years ago. This point of view is a familiar oae

in the context of literary study, and we would not Want t6 go tb the

4

extreme of Bishop (1935), who claims that anyoshunqe,made in adaptation

is a betrayal of the author's intenticon. Clearly children do not learn to

read by being given great wpr the original which they cannot interpret.

But it seems unproductive to give practice in reading which avoids dealing

with features 6f language which are in some large sense the substance of

reading, i.e., literary language and other kinds as well.

We want to argue that there are features of texts which contribute

to readabil ty, if properly used, and that these have not been given their

due as contributipg to readability because they are difficult to,quantify.

Yet they play important roles in comprehension, all the more crucial to

identify because their effects are subtle and therefore not always likely

to.be noticed where changes are made in adaptation which could create

unfor seen difficulties. TOeir effects are also tied to later issues

which must be confronted in learning to dea4 successfully with "adult"

language, such as point of view, style, epistemological status, etc.

"'""
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we can reach a better understanding of what constitAtes readability, it

will be possible to break with the conventional wisdom reinforced by

readability formulas, and thus to use a greater variety of language and

structure than is now used, without contributing to difficulty. The

adaptation of MILK is in many ways a good example of what is achieved

when the adaptor is sensitive to the demands of discourse structure as

well as readability formulas; we think that adaptations can be taken

still further away from formulas without loss of readability. That is

it would not be necessary to make arbitrary changes in order that texts
TO.

be "homogenized" throughout to some level of readability, if "difficult"

language and content ate used in a controlled way. But such adaptations

obviously require a great deal of ca,-e and thought, and cannot be done

mechanically.

There are some implications of this study for other kinds of adaptations,

for instance, those which present the contents of regulations or legal

documents in "plain language." If the content is to be preserved, then

redundancies must be'very carefully identified and only excised whe:truly

redundant, while lexical substitutions and sentence shortening must be done

with care so as not to distort the content. Some content may have to be

sacrificed if length of the text is a primary consideration as when

captions are superimposed on episodes in televised,or filmed presentations.

Readability formulas fail to give any adequate characterization'a

readability, except in the Purely statistfcal sense. They offer no helpul

r
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guides to the writer. We think that the specific examples we discuss

here make a strong case against using readability formulas as guides to

writing. We urge writers to rely on their own judgments about language

which is appropriate for the intended reader and not on stereotyped notions

or neadability formulas.

.1

t"ipalz=z7.7.
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Footnotes

1

These are the devices similar to those which Flesch (1949) and

Gunning (1952) claim lead to greater "human Interest." Flesch defines

personal sentences (which in his view increase reader involvement) as
1

direct and indirect quotes, questtons, requests, and exhortattons,addressed

directly to the reader.

2
The distinction between the two uses of source sentences is similar

to the distinction observed by Reinhart (1975) between various sentences

contjning barentheticals. Reinhart convincingly argues that parenthetioals

can,be used to present the main clause (which corresponds to the clause

embedded under the verb of saying or believing in our case) from two

different points of view:

(a) He, . would be late, Johns, said.

(b) Johni would be late, hc said.

(a) is a report of what John actually had said and the matn clause represents

John's (and pot the speaker's) point of view. (6) on tho. other hand is used

to represent the speaker's (or writer ) point of yiew, and the he said

is just added to further support the speaker's assertion. The latter use

of parentheticals 'corresponds to what we call tho parenthetical or reduced

use of X believes or,X says in the texts we examined.

*
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Table 1

ppimparisons of Osriginal and Adapted Texts

'Number of Words:

Original

Adaptation

% of Original Length

\

'Number of Sentences:-
\

Original

AciaptatiT

TREES DOTON MILK LIVING LIGHT

3,000* 4725 1256 1450

775 827 861 900

25% 17% 68% 62%

250* 375* 58 75

62 90 63 61

Fry-
Dale-
Chall

Fry
Dale-
Chall

Fry
Dale-

F
Chall

ry
Dale-
Chall

Reading Level.:

Original

Adaptaticn

5-6 4+ 4.9

6 5-6 2

10 11-12 11 11-12

5 7-8 8 7-8

- Niue. See page 8\ for sources of these texts.

* estimate
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Table 2

Average Number of Words Per Sentence

MILK
'4.,..t...4.,4,.t..P..dtot,tat.yte

LIGHT 0AvTON TREES

Original - 24 19 12.5 I 1.5

Adapted , 13 14 9 12

t,t
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Table 1

Clause Complexity in LIGHT and MILK

Number of Sentences in:
Number of Clauses Per Sentence

1 2 3 4 5 6+

Light

Original

Adapted

IMILK

Original

Adapted

21 22 23 7

22 20 )2 alb al*

iNo

20 16 12 2 3 6

= 29 21 15 6

Note. in counting number of clauses, we have included

Subject, object and adverbial complemeot clauses, and relative

clauses, including :reduced post-nominil modifiers, and paren-i

theticals. We have,excluded prenominal modifiers, nominal-

izations, and ionjoined_noun phrimes, even though thesemight

have been derived from some more complex source which invOlved*

clauses. Our criterion was essentially whether there is a

major constituent break in surface structure. Though we have

'been arbitrary in a fiew casts, the measure we give is in

general .conS is tent .

4
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